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1. Introduction

Sincer the introduction of the product-moment correlation by-

Pearson, a wide variety of correlation-like coefficients has been pro-

posed. These coefficients have become known as coefficients of agree-

ment, association, concordance, congruence, consistency, contingency,

correlation, equality, equivalence, identity, monotonicity, or similari-

ty, sometimes with a prefix added, as in rank order correlation or pro-

file similarity. In the present study all these types of coefficients

will be referred to, rather arbitrarily, as association coefficients or

coefficients of association. By using this collective noun it is not

implied that each association coefficient can be used in every context.

Many formal characteristics of association coefficients, however, can be

studied separately from specific contexts or applications.

Most association coefficients serve to compute the association be-

tween two variables at a time. Such coefficients may be called bivariate

association coefficients in contrast with multivariate association coef-

ficients, e.g., Kendall's concordance coefficient W (Kendall, 1955). In

the present study we will only consider bivariate association coeffi-

cients and, therefore, we will omit the indication 'bivariate1.

A family of association coefficients is a set of association coef-

ficients which share some common characteristics. A more precise defini-

tion will be given in Chapter 4. The concept of a family of association

coefficients is fruitful in studying the relationship between certain

association coefficients. In the present study a general family of as-

sociation coefficients will be proposed. This general family is both of

theoretical and practical interest . The general family permits a sys-

tematic comparison of a large number of association coefficients, show-

ing in which respects various coefficients are similar and in which

respects they differ. In practical situations the general family may

serve to select or construct an appropriate association coefficient.

The general family can be regarded as a generalization of the fami-

ly of association coefficients proposed by Zegers and Ten Berge (1985)

and the chance corrected version of this family proposed by Zegers

(1986b). The Zegers and Ten Berge (1985) paper has been added to the

present study as Appendix 1. The Zegers (1986b) paper has been added as



Appendix 3. Basic to the Zegers and Ten Berge family is the concept of

the identity coefficient, which expresses the extent to which two vari-

ables are identical. Most other association coefficients express the

extent to which two variables (or transformations of two variables) are

proportional.

In developing the general family we were inspired by principles

underlying the families of association coefficients proposed by Daniels

(1944), Cohen (1969) and Janson and Vegelius (1978b, 1978c, 1979, 1982a,

1982b). These families will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Before introducing the general family we will review desirable pro-

perties (desiderata) of association coefficients and of matrices with

association coefficients between a number of variables. An important

desideratum is that the matrix of association coefficients between a

number of variables is Gramian (positive semi-definite). In Chapter 3, a

number of lemmas wiil be presented which can be used to prove the

Gramian property of various coefficient matrices. Specifically, these

lemmas will be used in Chapter 4 in order to prove the Gramian property

of the matrix with coefficients belonging to the general family.

In Chapter 5 we will develop the general family of association

coefficients. Specific members of the general family will be discussed

in Chapters 6 and 7. In Chapter 6 coefficients for variables of the same

measurement level will be reviewed. Coefficients for variables of dif-

ferent measurement level will be discussed in Chapter 7. In Chapters 5,

6 and 7 it is shown that the families of association coefficients dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 are all subsets of the general family.



2. Desiderata for association coefficients

Several authors, among whom Galtung (1967), Janson and Vegelius

(1982a) and Popping (1983), have formulated desiderata for association

coefficients. In this chapter a number of desiderata will be reviewed

briefly. These desiderata must be understood in a structural sense; they

refer to properties an association coefficient should have in general,

not just for a particular set of data. Relations and possible incompati-

bilities between desiderata will be pointed out.

The symbol c.. will be used to indicate an association coefficient

between two variables i and j.

Symmetry

An association coefficient is called symmetric if it is insensitive

to the order of the variables, i.e., if c..=c... In general, association

coefficients should be symmetric (cf. Galtung, 1967). Asymmetric asso-

ciation coefficients may be encountered in situations in which one of

the two variables can be regarded as a standard.

In the present study we will only consider association coefficients

which satisfy the symmetry desideratum.

Desideratum 1 : An association coefficient is symmetric.

The range

The second desideratum deals with the range on which an association

coefficient can take values. An association coefficient should be re-

stricted to a bounded interval with a fixed minimum and maximum inde-

pendent of the distribution forms of the variables (cf. Galtung, 1967).

Desideratum 2 : An association coefficient is restricted to a

bounded interval.

Most association coefficients satisfying this desideratum have a



maximum value, c , equal to one. These coefficients may differ, how-
III 3.X

ever, with respect to their minimum value, c . . Common values of c .
m m min

are minus one or zero.

Perfect association

For association coefficients which satisfy desideratum 2, or at

least have a fixed maximum value, there are some additional desiderata

with respect to perfect association. We shall say that the association

between two variables is perfect if the association coefficient attains

its maximum value.

Desideratum 3a: The association of a variable with itself is

perfect.

Desideratum 3b: If the association between the variables i and j is

perfect then the association between i and an ar-

bitrary third variable h is equal to the associa-

tion between j and h.

Desideratum 3c: If the association between the variables i and j

and the association between the variables i and h

are both perfect, then the association between j

and h is perfect.

Desideratum 3c is known as the transitivity of perfect association.

It should be noted that desideratum 3b implies desideratum 3c.

Zero association

It is quite natural to require that in the absence of association

between two variables, the value of an association coefficient is zero,

and that, conversely, a zero association coefficient indicates absence

of association. This idea is formalized in the next two desiderata.

Desideratum 4a: If two variables are statistically independent,

then an association coefficient between these vari-

ables is zero.



Desideratum Mb: If an association coefficient between two variables

is zero, then the variables are statistically inde-

pendent.

A well-known example of an association coefficient satisfying

desideratum 4a is the product-moment correlation. This coefficient, how-

ever, does not satisfy desideratum 4b in general. For example, if a

variable X has a standard normal distribution and if X is functionally

related to a variable Y by Y=X , then the product-moment correlation

between X and Y is zero, although X and Y are not statistically inde-

pendent.

Sensitivity to transformations of the variables

Depending on the level of measurement of the variables there are

classes of admissible and nonadmissible transformations of the vari-

ables. An association coefficient should be insensitive to admissible

transformations of the variables and sensitive to nonadmissible trans-

formations, see also the introduction section in Appendix 1.

Desideratum 5a: An association coefficient is insensitive to admis-

sible transformations of the variables.

Desideratum 5b: An association coefficient is sensitive to nonad-

missible transformations of the variables.

A special transformation of a variable is multiplication of the

variable by minus one, which merely changes the sign of the variable.

For quantitative (nonnominal) variables such a change of sign merely

reverses the meaning of the variable, not the strength of association

with other variables. For that situation we have the next desideratum.

Desideratum 5c: Only the sign of an association coefficient is af-

fected by a change of the sign of one of the two

variables.

There may be an incompatibility between desiderata 4a and 4b on the

one hand and desideratum 5c on the other. This point will be taken up in

Chapter 5.



Statistical properties

In general, knowledge of the sample value of a statistic should

provide information about the population parameter. This idea is expres-

sed in the next desideratum.

Desideratum 6: An association coefficient has a known sampling

distribution.

Though full knowledge of the sampling distribution of an associa-

tion coefficient may be an unattainable ideal in general, for various

association coefficients sampling distributions are only known under

some assumption(s), e.g., the assumption of bivariate normality. For

some association coefficients there is at least knowledge of their first

two moments. In other cases there may be tables of critical values for

various sample sizes.

One could argue that desideratum 6 does not in the first place re-

fer to a property of an association coefficient but rather to the state

of art in statistical theory.

The coefficient matrix

Bivariate association coefficients between a number of k variables

can be collected in a kxk coefficient matrix. A well-known example is

the correlation matrix. The final desideratum refers to a property of

the coefficient matrix.

Desideratum 7: The coefficient matrix of an association coefficient

is Gramian (positive semi-definite).

The Gramian property of a coefficient matrix is important in vari-

ous respects. A Gramian coefficient matrix permits the use of the coef-

ficient matrix in component analysis. It can readily be verified that if

a coefficient has a Gramian coefficient matrix with identical diagonal

entries, then the coefficient satisfies desiderata 1, 2, 3a, 3b and 3c.

If a Gramian coefficient matrix has unit diagonal entries, then a repre-

sentation of the variables in euclidean space is possible with distances

1/2
proportional to (1-c^.) , i,j=1,...,k (Gower, 1966), which implies



that the coefficient matrix can be used in various metric multivariate

techniques. Association coefficients with a Gramian coefficient matrix

with unit diagonal entries have been christened E-correlation coeffi-

cients, the 'E' stemming from euclidean, by Janson and Vegelius (1978c),

see also Vegelius (1978).





3. Some lemmas on Gramian matrices

In the previous chapter the Gramian property of the associated

coefficient matrix has been mentioned as a desirable characteristic of

an association coefficient. For many association coefficients it is not

obvious at first sight whether or not the associated coefficient matrix

is Gramian. The lemmas on Gramian matrices to be presented in this chap-

ter can be used to prove the Gramian property of various coefficient

matrices.

Both in the present chapter and in Chapter 5 we will use properties

of permutation matrices. These properties will be reviewed first. A per-

mutation matrix is a square matrix, the columns of which are the columns

of the identity matrix in some permuted order. Let e., i=1,...,n, denote

the i-th column of the identity matrix I of order n, then

I=(e.|e |...|e ). Let p refer to a permutation (i ,i ,...,i ) of

1,2,...,n, then P =(e. |e. |...|e. ) is the associated permutation
p xp1 p2 pn

matrix. Obviously, there exist n! different permutation matrices of or-

der n. It can readily be verified that the transpose of a permutation

matrix is equal to its inverse. Postmultiplying a matrix X with n

columns x ,...,x by P yields the matrix (x. |x. |...|x. ).
n p Xp1 Xp2 *pn

Similarly, premultiplying a matrix Y with n rows by P1 yields a matrix

which has the rows of Y in the permuted order (i , i ,...,i ).

In this chapter as well as in the remainder of this study, matrices

will often be defined by writing their i,j-th element within double ver-

tical bars, e.g., V=||x.+x.||. If not specified otherwise, matrices are

square matrices of order k.

Lemma 1: The sum of two Gramian matrices is Gramian.

Proof : Let X=AA' and Y=BB' be two Gramian matrices of the same

order and let Z be defined as Z=(A|B), then X+Y=ZZ', which is Gramian.

As a result of Lemma 1 we have



Corollary 1: The sum of any number of Gramian matrices is Gramian.

Lemma 2: The Hadamard (element-wise) product of two Gramian

matrices is Gramian.

Proof : See Schur (1911, p. 14) or Browne (1977, p. 208).

As a result of Lemma 2 we have

Corollary 2: The Hadamard product of any number of Gramian matrices

is Gramian.

Lemma 3: Let Z=||z..|| be Gramian and let f(z..) be a polynomial

function of order r of z.., with positive coefficients a,, h=0 r,

then the matrix ||f(z..)|| is Gramian.

Proof : The matrix ||f(z..)|| can be expressed as the sum of r+1

matrices ||a z..||, h=0 r. For h=0 we have ||a z..||=aQ11', which

is Gramian. For h=1 we have ||a z. .||=a Z, which is Gramian. For h>2 we

have ||a z.. | |=a Z* .. .*Z , where Z*...*Z denotes the Hadamard product of

h times the matrix Z, which is Gramian by Corollary 2. It can be con-

cluded that ||f(z..)|| is the sum of r+1 Gramian matrices which, by

Corollary 1, is Gramian.

The proof of each of the next three lemmas can be obtained by using

Lemma 3 combined with properties of the binomial series.

Lemma t: Let Z=||z..|| be Gramian with |z..|<1, i,j=1,...,k, then

the matrix ||(1-z..) || is Gramian.

Proof : See Appendix 3.

Lemma 5: Let Z=| |z. . | | be Gramian with | z. . |_<1 , i, j = 1 k, then

the matrix |11-(1-z. . ) a | | , 0<a<1, is Gramian.

10



Proof : See Zegers (1986a, lemma 1). This paper has been added to

this study as Appendix 2.

Lemma 6: Let Z= | |z. . | | be Gramian with |z. . |_<1 , i=1 ,... ,k, then the

1 /? ~1
matrix ||{1+(1-z..) } || is Gramian.

Proof : See Appendix 2, lemma 2.

Lemma 7: A symmetric matrix is Gramian if and only if all principal

minors are nonnegative.

Proof : See Gantmacher (1958, p. 282).

Lemma 8: Let the numbers x. x be strictly positive, then the

matrix X=||(x.+x.) || is Gramian.

Proof : Let det(X ) denote a principal minor of X of order h,

h=1 k, then

n (x1 - x )
2

det(X ) = - ^ >_ 0, (1 )
n 2 n (x. + x.)

i.J X J

with i,j=1 h (cf. Pblya & Szego", 1925, p. 299). From (1) we have

that all principal minors of X are nonnegative, which, by Lemma 7,

proves the Gramian property of X.

Lemma 9: Let X ,...,X be matrices of order nxr, then the matrix

W=| |2trX!X.|| is Gramian.

Proof : The columns of X., i=1 k, can be collected in a vector

x. of order nr, with elements x ., v=1,...,nr. Then we have

nr
w.j 2x.Xj i xv.xvj> u ;

11



from which it can be deduced that W is a symmetric matrix of cross-

products. Therefore, W is Gramian.

Lemma 10: Let X X be matrices of order nxr, then the matrix
I K

W-l |2trX!X.(trX!X. + trX'.X.)~1 I I is Gramian
1 ' i J i i J J ' '

Proof : Let V =||2trXU.|| and let V - | | trX!X.+trX'.X. )" 1 | | , then

W=V *V_. The matrix V is Gramian by Lemma 9 and V is Gramian by

Lemma 8. As a result W, being the Hadamard product of two Gramian

matrices, is Gramian.

Lemma 11: Let X X be matrices of order nxr and let P ,

p=1 n!, be a permutation matrix of order n, then the matrix

Z=| |E2trX!P'X.(trX'.X.+trX'.X.)~1 i I , where E denotes the mean over all n!

permutations, is Gramian.

Proof : For z.. we have
ij

2trX'.P'X. 2trX.X! EP'
, = E ! P -J = J 1 P P
ij p trXU i + trX'.X. trXp^ + trX'.X.

It can be readily verified that

1 n ! in

EP' = -i I p> = li_ (4)
p p n! p^ p n '

which after substitution in (3) yields

2n 11'X.X'.1
v _ 1 J fc1)
ij trX!X. + trX'.X. * K '

Let V -| |2n"11'XlX
I.1 | | and let V =| | trX!X.+trX'.X. )~ 1 | | , then from (5)

we have Z=V *V_. The matrix V. is Gramian by Lemma 9 and V_ is Gramian

12



by Lemma 8. As a result Z, being the Hadamard product of two Gramian

matrices, is Gramian.

Lemma 12: Let matrix W be defined as in Lemma 10 and let matrix Z

be defined as in Lemma 11, the'n the matrix Y= j | w. ,-z..|| is Gramian.

Proof : From (5) and the definition of W we have

2(trX'.X. - n~1 I'X'.X.I )

trXp^ + trX'.X.

For the numerator of (6) we have

2(trX!X. - n11'X!X.1) = 2(trX!X. - n

2trX!X.J = 2trJX!X.J = 2tr(X. J)' (X .J ) , (7)

-1 2

where J=(I-n 11') and, as a result of the definition of J, J=J . Let

V =| |2tr(X.J)' (X.J)| | and let V =| | (trX!X.+trX'.X. )" 1 | |, then U-V *V .

The matrix V is Gramian by Lemma 9 and V is Gramian by Lemma 8. As a

result Y, being the Hadamard product of two Gramian matrices, is

Gramian.

Lemma 13: Let matrix W be defined as in Lemma 10 and let matrix Z

be defined as in Lemma 11, then the matrix V-||(w..-z..)(1-z..) || is

Gramian, unless for at least one pair (i,j), i,j=1 k, X.-X.-11'D..

or X.=-X.=11'D.., where D.. is some diagonal matrix.

Proof : Let V =||w..-z. . || and let V -||(1-z± . ) ~ 1 | | , then V-V *V .

The matrix V. is Gramian by Lemma 12. By Lemma 4 we know that V is

Gramian if Z is Gramian and |z..|<1, i,j =1 k. The matrix Z is

13



Gramian by Lemma 1 1 . Therefore , i t remains to be shown tha t | z . . | < 1 . For

an a r b i t r a r y permutat ion matr ix P we have

t r ( X . - P ' X . ) ' ( X . - P ' X . ) = t r X ! X . + t r X ' . P P ' X . - 2 t r X ' . P ' X . =
i P J i P J ii J P P J i P J

which results in

trX'.X. - 2trX!P'X. > 0, (8)
J J i P J "~

2trX! P'X.

< 1. (9)trX!X. + trX'.X. -
ii J J

From the definition of Z in Lemma 11 it is clear that z. . is the mean
ij

over all permutations of the left hand side of (9) and, therefore,

z. .Cl , with equality if and only if

P'X , for all P , p=1,...,n!. (10)

It can be verified that (10) holds true if and only if X.=X.=11'D.. for

some diagonal matrix D... By replacing X. by -X. in (8) it can be proved

in an analogous fashion that z. .>-1, with equality if and only if

X.--X.-11'D^ .. It can be concluded that, except for the cases specified,

V, being the Hadamard product of two Gramian matrices, is Gramian.

In the lemmas presented above the symbol X was used to denote a

matrix of order nxr. It should be noted that in the next lemmas X refers

to a square matrix of order n.

Lemma 14: Let X ,X, be matrices of order nxn and let P be
1 k p

defined as in Lemma 11, then the matrix

Z=| |E2trX^P'X.P (trXt^+trX'.X.)"1 | | , with E as defined as in Lemma 11,

is Gramian.

14



proof : For z . . we have

2trX!P'X.P 2trX! EP'X.P
z = E J- P J P l p p j p .

i j p trX'.X. + trX'.X. trX'.X. + trX'.X. ' ^
11 JJ 1 1 J J

It can be verified that

-1 n !

EP'X.P = (n! ) I P'X.P =
P P J P •=-, P J P

(n"1trX.)I + n~1(n-1) 1(1'X.1 - trX.)(11' - I). (12)
J J J

Using (12) we have for the numerator of (11)

2trX! EP'X P =
i P P J P

2n~1trXitrX. + 2n~
1 (n-1 )" 1 (1'X. 1 - trX^U'X.1 - trX . ) . (13)

Let V =| |2n"1trXitrX. | | , let V = | |2n"
1 (n-1 )~ 1 (1 'X 1-trX. ) (1 ' X .1-trX .) | |

and let V -1 | (trXp^+trX'.X . )~ 1 | | , then from (11) and (13) we have

Z=(V.+V2)*VC.. Obviously, the matrices V. and V_ are Gramian and, there-

fore, (V +V?) is Gramian. The matrix V is Gramian by Lemma 8. As a

result Z, being the Hadamard. product of two Gramian matrices, is

Gramian.

Lemma 15: Let the matrices X X and Z be defined as in Lemma

14, and let matrix W= | |2trX!X . (trX!X. +trX'.X . )~ 1 | | , then the matrix

Y=l|w..-z..II is Gramian.11 ij ij ' '

Proof : Let a.=1'X.1-trX., i=1,...,k, and let the square matrix H

of order n be defined as H=(11'-I). It can readily be verified that

15



trH = 0, (14)

trH = n(n-1 ) (15)

and

trX.H = a. , i = 1 k. (16)

From (13) and the definition of Y we have

U . - n~1trXitrX. -

trX!X. + trX'.X.
ii JJ

(17)

Let the kxk matrix U be defined by its i,j-th element u.., i,j=1 k,

trX. a. trX.

Obviously, U is a matrix of the type W defined in Lemma 9 and, there-

fore, U is Gramian. Expanding (18), using (14), (15) and (16), yields

trX. trX.
H }

trX.trX. a.
trX!X. - , J. . trX'.H -

l j n n(n-1) l

trX.trX. trX.trX. trX. a.
^ J. + i J + J
n n n n(n-1)

trH -

a a trX a a
trHX . + —, -r a- trH + —, rr , .s trHn(n-1) j n(n-1) n n(n-1 ) n(n-1

trX.trX. a.a.
trX'.X. - i A - ̂ i

l j n n(n-1

a.a. a.a.
i

16



trX.trX. a.a.

which is, except for the factor 2, identical to the numerator of y.. in

(17). Let V=| | (trXU.+trX'.X.)"1 | | , then we have Y=2U*V. The matrix V is

Gramian by Lemma 8. As a result Y, being proportional to the Hadamard

product of two Gramian matrices, is Gramian.

Lemma 16: Let the matrices X X and Z be defined as in Lemma

14, and let matrix W- | |2trX*X . (trXJX +trX'.X . ) ~ 1 | | , then the matrix

V=||(w. .-z. . )(1-z. .) || is Gramian, unless for at least one pair (i,j),

i,.i = 1 k, X.=X. = c. .I + d. .11' or X.=-X. = c. .I + d. .11' , where c. . and d. .
i J ij ij i J ij ij ij lj

are certain constants.

Proof : LetV=||w -z || and V2=||(1-z . ) ~ 1 | | , then V=V *V . The

matrix V is Gramian by Lemma 15. By Lemma 4 we know that V is Gramian

if Z is Gramian and |z..|<1, i,j=1,...,k. The matrix Z is Gramian by

Lemma 14. Therefore, it remains to be shown that |z..|<1. For an ar-

bitrary permutation matrix P we have

tr(X. - P'XjPp)'(X. - P'X.Pp) -

trX!X. + trP'X'.P P'X.P - 2trX!P'X.P =
1 1 P J P P J P 1 P J P

+ trX'.X. - 2trX^P'X.P >_ 0 , (20)

which r e s u l t s in

2trX!P'X.P
L _ P _ J _ P _ . , ( 2 1 )

trX'.X. -
J J

17



From the definition of Z in Lemma 14 it is clear that z.. is the mean

over all permutations of the left hand side of (21) and, therefore,

z. .<1 , with equality if and only if

X. = P'X.P , for all P , p-1 n!. (22)

It can be verified that (22) holds true if and only if

X.=X.=c..I+d..11', for certain c.. and d... By replacing X. by -X. in
i J ij ij ' ij ij 3 v B J J

(20) it can be proved in an analogous fashion that z. ->-1 , with equality

if and only if X.=-X.=c. .I + d. .11' , for certain c. . and d. .. It can be

concluded that, except for the cases specified, V, being the Hadamard

product of two Gramian matrices, is Gramian.
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4. A definition and some examples of families
of association coefficients

An association coefficient is determined by its mathematical

formula. The product-moment correlation coefficient, for example, can be

expressed as the covariance between two standardized variables. Equi-

valently, the product-moment correlation coefficient can be expressed as

the covariance between the two variables, divided by the product of the

two standard deviations, or as the mean cross-product of the two

standardized variables.

Basic to the idea of a family of association coefficients as used

in this study is the observation that different association coefficients

may be expressed by the same formula applied to different transforma-

tions or quantifications of the variables. For example, the product-

moment correlation coefficient and Tucker's congruence coefficient phi

(Tucker, 1951) may both be expressed as a mean cross-product, the former

of two standardized variables, the latter of two variables scaled to a

mean squared value of one.

The term 'transformation' is used specifically in dealing with

quantitative (e.g., metric) variables, whereas the term 'quantification'

is used specifically with respect to qualitative (nominal) variables. In

order to avoid the cumbersome formulation 'transformation or

quantification' we will use the term quantification both for a

transformation of a quantitative variable and for a quantification (in a

strict sense) of a nominal variable.

A family of association coefficients is defined as a set of as-

sociation coefficients which can be expressed by one general formula

applied to different quantifications of variables. Specific members of a

family are determined by specific quantifications of the variables

involved.

The family concept is useful in studying relationships between

association coefficients. Association coefficients belonging to the same

family share some formal properties, e.g., with respect to their range

(cf. desideratum 2) and their coefficient matrix (cf. desideratum 7 ) .

Any property that can be proved without using characteristics specific

to particular quantifications is common to all members of the family.
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Differences between association coefficients of the same family are due

to differences in the way the variables are quantified. This point will

be elaborated in the next chapter.

A number of families of association coefficients has been proposed,

five of which we will review briefly. It should be noted that these

families are not mutually exclusive: some coefficients belong to more

than one family.

The family of Daniels

In a study on relations between correlation measures Daniels (1944)

developed a family of association coefficients. In the Daniels family

the quantified variables are represented by skew-symmetric matrices

containing the relevant information on the variables. Given n paired

observations (x . ,x . ) , v-1,..,n, on the variables i and j, skew-

symmetric matrices X. and X. are constructed in one of the ways to be

discussed below. The general formula of the Daniels family is given by

trX!X.

— ( 2 3 )— U2 •
(trX!X. trX'.X.)

Daniels showed that the product-moment correlation coefficient,

Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient rho (Spearman, 1904) and

Kendall's rank correlation coefficient tau (Kendall, 1°^8) belong to

this family. Taking in (23) for X. and X. the n-order skew-symmetric

matrices | lx
vl~

x
wiI I

 and' I lx
vj"

x
Wj 11 • respectively, v,w=1,...,n, yields

the product-moment correlation. Taking X.»||r .-r .||, where r . and r

denote the rank order scores of v and w, respectively, on variable i and

defining X. in a similar fashion, yields Spearman's rank order correla-
J

tion coefficient rho. Finally, Kendall's rank correlation coefficient

tau is obtained by taking X.=||Xvw||, with Xyw=1 if xvi>xw., Xyw=-1 if

x .<x . and X =0 if x .»x ., and defining X. in a similar fashion,
vi wi vw vi wi' 3

A generalization of the Daniels family has been proposed by

Sutcliffe (1983). This generalization is based on quantifications of
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pairs of pairs of scores on the variables and yields, among other coef-

ficients, association coefficients for ordered metric scales.

The family of Cohen

Cohen (1969) proposed a "profile similarity coefficient invariant

over variable reflection". A profile is a set of scores of an object or

individual on a number (n) of variables. Given two profiles i and j,

with scores x . and x ., respectively, the general formula of the Cohen

family is

£(x . - c)(x, . - c)

c -
1J U(xv. - O

2 E(xv. - c

(24)

where summations run from v-1 to n, with n denoting the number of vari-

ables in the profiles. The constant c denotes the neutral point of the

variables in the profiles. Each choice of c yields a specific member of

the Cohen family. If c=0, Cohen's coefficient (24) yields Tucker's phi

coefficient (Tucker, 1951) between the profiles i and j.

The families of Janson and Vegelius

In several publications Janson and Vegelius (1978b, 1978c, 1979,

1982a, 1982b) proposed two families of association coefficients, one for

situations in which the variables are of the same measurement level, the

other for variables of different measurement levels.

The general formula of the first family is

trX!X.

— T7 (25)
— T72 '
trX'.X.)''*

where X. and X. are matrices (or vectors) with quantifications of the

two variables. There is a formal equivalence between (23) and (25). In

the Daniels family given by (23) the matrices X. and X. are skew-sym-

metric. In the Janson and Vegelius family X. and X. are defined in one

of the following ways: For interval variables, X. and X. are taken as
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vectors of order n (the number of observations) with deviation scores.

Then (25) yields the product-moment correlation. For nominal variables,

X. and X. are taken as the row centered or double centered versions of

the indicator matrices, which yields the C-coefficient and the

S-coefficient, respectively (Janson & Vegelius, 1979). Indicator

matrices will be discussed in some detail in Chapter 6. For a more

detailed description of this family of association coefficients see

Zegers and Ten Berge (1986), which paper has been added to this study as

Appendix 4.

The general formula of the second family of Janson and Vegelius is

trX.X!X.X'
c
 1 1 J -3

J (trX.X!X.X! trX.X'.X.X'.)
i i i i J J J J

where X. and X. are defined as for the first family. The type of quan-

tification may be different for the two variables, depending on their

measurement level. For a detailed description of this family see

Appendix 4.

The family of Zegers and Ten Berge

Zegers and Ten Berge (1985), see Appendix 1, proposed a family of

association coefficients for metric scales. Given n paired observations

(x • |X. . ) , v=1,...,n, of two variables i and j, the general formula of

this family is

2Zuviuvi

2 2 ' ( 2 7 )

with u .=b.(x .+a.), u .=b.(x .+a.) and summations running from v=1
vi I vi x" vj y vj j s

to n. Depending on the kind of permissible transformations of the

_i 2-1/2
variables, a.=0 or a.=-M. and b. = 1 or b. = {n I(x . + a. ) } , where M.

is the mean score on variable i. The constants a. and b. are defined in
J J

a similar fashion. Among the four members of the Zegers and Ten Berge
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family are the product-moment correlation and Tucker's congruence

coefficient. For a detailed description see Appendix 1.

A chance corrected version of the Zegers and Ten Berge family has

been proposed by Zegers (1986b), see Appendix 3. The general formula is

2(Xu .u . - n~1Zu .lu .)
vi vj vi vj , 9R x

c = — 2 ~\ ' (28)
J Eu . + £u . - 2n Zu . Zu .vi vj vi vj

with u . and u . defined as in (27) and summation running from v=1 to n.

The chance corrected family has four members, two of which are identical

to the corresponding members of the Zegers and Ten Berge family. For a

detailed description see Appendix 3.
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5. A general family of association coefficients

The principles underlying the families of association coefficients

discussed in the previous chapter will be combined in order to develop a

general family of association coefficients. This general family is a

direct generalization of the Zegers and Ten Berge family, as will be

shown in this chapter. The other families discussed above as well as a

number of other association coefficients will also be shown to be mem-

bers of the general family. All of these coefficients are obtained by

substitution of specific quantifications in the formula of the general

family. These specific quantifications will be presented in Chapters 6

and 7.

The general family will be defined on the basis of quantified ver-

sions of the observed variables. The kind of quantification determines

which information contained in the variables is used in assessing the

association between the variables. Given n observations on variable i,

the quantified version of this variable is represented by an nxr matrix

X.. By specifying r three general types of quantifications will be

distinguished.

The vector quantification type

Quantifications with r=1 are called vector quantifications for ob-

vious reasons. Vector quantifications are used specifically for quan-

titative variables. Some examples of vector quantifications are the vec-

tor with raw scores, the vector with deviation scores, and the vector

with rank order scores.

The rectangular quantification type

For nominal variables quantifications will often be based on the

nxm indicator matrix, where n denotes the number of observations and m

denotes the number of categories. Properties of indicator matrices will

be discussed below. In general, indicator matrices are rectangular,

which explains the name of the quantification type with r=m. Examples of

rectangular quantifications are the row centered indicator matrix and

the double centered indicator matrix.
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The square quantification type

For all types of variables nxn quantification matrices can be

constructed. Square quantifications (r=n) contain information about

relations within each pair of observations of the variable. Examples of

square quantifications are the skew-symmetric matrices defined for the

Daniels family and the matrix with products of deviation scores for each

pair of observations.

The general family

The general family of association coefficients is defined by

2trX!X.
L J ( 2 9

trX!X. + trX'.X.
1 1 J J

where g.. is the symbol for a member of the general family and the nxr

matrices X. and X. are quantifications of the variables i and j of one

of the three quantification types defined above.

The general family defined by (29) can be regarded as a direct

generalization of the Zegers and Ten Berge family (Appendix 1), as will

be shown now. Collecting the columns of X. and X. in vectors y. and y.

of order nr, with elements y . and y ., w=1,...,nr, we have from (29)

2
•'wj

where summations run from w=1 to nr. The notation with summation signs

in (30) shows the formal equivalence of g.. and the Zegers and Ten Berge

family defined by (27).

Given k variables, the Gramian property of the coefficient matrix

||g..|| of order k is guaranteed by Lemma 10. From (29) it is clear that

g..=1, i=1,...,k. As a result, the general family of association coeffi-

cients defined by (29) is a family of E-correlation coefficients. For a

definition of E-correlation coefficients see the last section of Chapter

2.
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It can readily be verified that g..=1 if and only if X.=X..

Therefore, the coefficients of the general family (29) can be regarded

as identity coefficients in the terminology of Zegers and Ten Berge

(Appendix 1).

Correction for chance

Desideratum 4a requires that an association coefficient is zero in

the case of statistically independent variables. If two variables are

statistically independent, then the expectation (over samples) of an

unbiased estimator of an association coefficient satisfying desideratum

4a is zero. Based on this result a sample analogon of desideratum 4a can

be formulated, requiring that the mean value of an association coeffi-

cient over all joined distributions of the variables which are com-

patible with the observed (sample) marginal distributions, is zero. This

mean value will be called the value (of the association coefficient)

under chance. The value under chance can (theoretically) be obtained by

considering all permutations of the n observations of one of the two

variables, while preserving the order of the observations of the other

variable. For each of the n! permutations the value of the association

coefficient can be determined. The mean of these values is the value of

the association coefficient under chance. If the value under chance does

not equal zero, the association coefficient does not satisfy the sample

analogon of desideratum 4a. In that situation, however, the association

coefficient can be corrected for chance in a way to be described now.

A well-known approach to chance correction of an association coef-

ficient is to define

where c!. is the chance corrected coefficient, 6.. is the value of c..

under chance and c is the maximum value of the coefficient regardless
m

of the marginal distributions. For the general family (29) of associa-

tion coefficients we get
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It will now be shown that the chance corrected coefficients as defined

above are E-correlation coefficients.

It has been shown already that g.. is an E-correlation coefficient.

As a result, we have from (32)

(33)
§u rrr

provided that g..^1, which condition is satisfied unless variable i is

degenerate, as will be shown now. From the definition of g.. it is clear

that g. . is the mean over all permutations of g. . , where i denotes a
11 n p p

variable obtained by a permutation of the observations of variable i.

Obviously, g.. £1, and therefore, g..=1 if and only if g.. =1 for each
" p 1± 11P

of the n! permutations, which can only occur if all n observations are

equal. It can be concluded that g..?M and, therefore, g!.»1, unless

variable i is degenerate. Variable i is called degenerate if all obser-

vations of i are equal; in that case g!. is undefined.

In order to prove that g!. is an E-correlation coefficient it

remains to be shown that the matrix ||g!-|| is Gramian. First the proof

will be given for the situation in which the quantifications of the

variables are of the vector or rectangular type, next for the situation

with quantifications of the square type.

In the case of quantifications X. and X. of the vector or rectan-

gular type, a permutation of the n observations of variable j is ob-

tained by premultiplying X. by the transpose of a permutation matrix P .

This yields for the value of the coefficient under chance

2trX!P'X. 2trX!P'X.
1 P J jr 1 P J

F jr
p t r X ' . X . + t r X ' . P P ' X . " p t r X ! X . + t r X ' . X . '
* 1 1 J P P J F 1 1 JJ
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which shows that ||g. .|| is a matrix of the type Z defined in Lemma 11.

The matrix ||g..|| is a matrix of the type W defined in Lemma 10. As a

result, the matrix | |g'. . | | is a matrix of the type V defined in

Lemma 13, which is Gramian under an assumption. This assumption turns

out to be mild: it can be verified that a sufficient condition for the

assumption to hold is that none of the quantified variables X.,

i=1,...,k, is a vector with identical elements or a matrix with identi-

cal rows. For the vector or rectangular quantifications to be discussed

in this study, such a degenerate case will occur if and only if a vari-

able itself is degenerate, which means that all observations are

identical. It may be noted that this condition is necessary and suffi-

cient for the matrix ||g'..|| to be defined, cf. the discussion below

(33).

A square type quantification is a matrix of order nxn (observations

by observations). In the case of quantifications X. and X. of the square

type a permutation of the n observations of variable j is obtained by

premultiplying X. by the transpose of a permutation matrix P and

postmultiplying by P . This yields for the value of the coefficient un-

der chance

'-X.P 2trX'.P'X.P
= E ' P J P = E

 1 P J P (35)
j p trX!X. + trP'X'.P P'X.P p trX'.X. + trX'.X. ' ^

i i P J P P J P i i J J

which shows that ||g..|| is a matrix of the type Z defined in Lemma 14.

The matrix ||g..|| is a matrix of the type W defined in Lemma 10. As a

result, the matrix ||g'•-|| is a matrix of the type V defined in

Lemma 16, which is Gramian under an assumption. For each of the square

type quantifications to be considered in this study it can be verified

that this assumption holds if none of the variables involved is

degenerate.
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Computational formulae for the chance corrected coefficient

Depending on the quantification type of the variables the value

under chance of the general coefficient defined by (29) is given by (34)

or (35). Both these formulae require the computation of a mean coeffi-

cient over n! permutations. Using some results obtained in Chapter 3 we

will derive computational formulae for the value of the coefficient un-

der chance, resulting in computational formulae for the chance corrected

coefficient. It should be noted that for the specific quantifications to

be discussed in Chapter 6 these formulae can be simplified.

In the case of vector or rectangular quantifications X. and X. the

formula of g'. . is rather simple. From (3). (5) and (3^) we have

2n~11 'X.X',1
1 J-

trX!X. + trX'.X.
ii J J

(36)

Using (29) and (36) in (32) y i e l d s

2trX!X. - 2n~1 1 'X.X'.I
LJ ! J

t r X ! X . + t r X ' . X . - 2 n ~ 1 1 ' X
ii J J

(37)

In the case of square q u a n t i f i c a t i o n s X. and X. the formula of g'. .

i s more complex. From (11) , (13) and (35) we have

5 i j

2n~ 1 {t rX. t rX. + (n-1 )~1 (1 'X. 1 - t rX j . ) (1 'X.1 - trX .)}

' trX!X. + trX'.X.
ii J J

(38)

Using (29) and (38) in (32) yields

n~1 - (n-1)~1 (1 •2trX!X.-2n~1{trX.trX.-(n-1)~1 (1 • X. 1-trX.) (1'X.1-trX .)}

1 J trXU1+trX'.X .-2n~1 {trX.^trX .-(n-1 ) - 1 (1'X± 1 - t rX i ) (1 'X . 1 -trX .)}
. (39)
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Situations in which g=g'

From the definition of the chance corrected general coefficient

g!. (32) it follows that g!. equals the uncorrected coefficient g.. if
ij ij lj

the value of g.. under chance, g. ., is equal to zero, which will be the

case for some classes of quantifications.

In the case of vector or rectangular quantifications §.. is given

by (36). Obviously, g. .=0 if at least one of the two quantified vari-

ables X. and X. is column centered.

In the case of square quantifications the numerator of g.. is given

by the numerator of (38), from which it can be deduced that a sufficient

condition for g.. to be zero is that for at least one of the two quan-

tification matrices, say X., we have trX.=0 and 1'X.1=0. It may be noted

that the quantifications of the Daniels family satisfy this condition.

In the second chapter an incompatibility between the desiderata 4a

and 4b on the one hand and desideratum 5c on the other has been

signalled. This incompatibility will now be illustrated. From the

definition of the general family it is clear that the uncorrected coef-

ficients (29) satisfy desideratum 5c; changing the sign of one of the

two quantified variables only changes the sign of the coefficient, not

its absolute value. From (32) it is clear that the chance corrected

coefficients lack this property, unless g..=0, in which case g!.=g...

Therefore, in many situations a choice has to be made between chance

correction, in order to satisfy at least desideratum 4a, and no chance

correction, in order to satisfy desideratum 5 c

Specific coefficients

Association coefficients belonging to the general family (29) or

its chance corrected version (32) will be called general association

(GA) coefficients. Specific GA coefficients are obtained by using

specific quantifications in (29) and (32). The only technical require-

ment for GA coefficients to be defined is that the quantifications of

the variables i and j are of the same order, otherwise trX.X. is

undefined. Separate from this technical requirement, the quantifications

should be chosen in such a way that desiderata 5a and 5b as well as 4a
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and/or 5c are satisfied. A number of specific GA coefficients, resulting

from specific quantifications, will be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. We-

will consider GA coefficients for variables of the same measurement

level in Chapter 6 and GA coefficients for variables of different

measurement level in Chapter 7.

Many of the well-known association coefficients which belong to the

general family are obtained by quantifications which are normed to a

unit sum of squares, as will be shown in the next two chapters. In those

situations the general coefficient (29) can be expressed in a more

familiar form. Let the nxr matrices Y. and Y. denote some preliminary

quantifications of the variables i and j and let X. and'X. denote the

normed versions of Y. and Y., with X.=(trY!Y )~1/2Y. and

-I/O

X. = (trY'.Y.) Y.. Using these quantifications X. and X. in (29) yields
J 'J J -J •*• J

2trX'.X. trY'.Y.
- trX!X, = —ji-J — . (40)i-r>Y!Y + f r*Y ' Y i i 1/9

trx.x. + trXjXj i j (trY'Y. )
V (trY'.Y.:

The right-hand side of (40) is formally equivalent to, for example, the

Daniels family and the first Janson and Vegelius family.
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6. General association coefficients for variables
of the same measurement level

Throughout this chapter it will be assumed that we have n observa-

tions of two variables i and j of the same measurement level. Quantifi-

cations of the variables i and j will be represented by the nxr matrices

X. and X.. The specific quantifications will be defined only for vari-

able i; the quantification of variable j is obtained in an analogous

fashion. The number of potential quantifications is very large. We will

consider only those quantifications which yield well-known association

coefficients. The quantifications will be discussed separately for quan-

titative and nominal variables. We will use the term quantitative for

variables of ordinal or higher measurement level. Special consideration

will be given to the case of binary (or dichotomous) variables.

Two approaches to the quantification of binary or dichotomous vari-

ables will be distinguished. A binary variable may be treated as a quan-

titative variable with only two scale points, or it may be treated as a

nominal variable with two categories. The first approach is appropriate

for binary variables with at least ordered categories. The second ap-

proach is appropriate for truely nominal binary variables. In some

cases, however, the two different approaches yield the same association

coefficient, as will be shown below.

Association coefficients for binary variables are often expressed

in terms of the bivariate frequency table of the two variables. We will

follow this convention, using the notation given in Table 1.
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Table 1

Bivarlate frequency table for binary variables

variable j

variable i

value

value

2

1

value 2

a

c

a + c

value 1

b

d

b + d

a

c

+ b

+ d

n

GA coefficients for quantitative variables

The two main measurement levels of quantitative variables are the

metric and the ordinal measurement level. In this section we will first

consider vector type quantifications based on raw scores. Among these

quantifications are the vector with raw scores and the vector with devi-

ation scores. These vector type quantifications are used for metric

variables. Next, vector type quantifications based on rank order scores

will be discussed. These quantifications are used for ordinal variables.

Square type quantifications, both for metric and ordinal variables, will

be discussed last.

Vector type quantifications based on raw scores

A very general class of quantifications based on the n-order vector

x. with raw scores x ., v=1,...,n, on variable i is given by

Xi = Di ( xi "
(41)

where D. is an n-order diagonal matrix and a. is a vector of order n.

Using (41) in (29) yields for this class of quantifications
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2(x.-a.)'D.D.(x.-a.)
L i 1 J J J

(x.-a.)'D2(x.-
J . ( 4 2)

By appropriate choices of D. and a. we obtain from (-42) the Zegers

and Ten Berge family of association coefficients for metric scales

(Appendix 1), the Cohen (1969) family, coefficients proposed by Vegelius

(1976) and generalizations of these coefficients, as will be shown now.

The vector with raw scores. Taking a.=0 and D.=I in (41) yields for

^ the vector with raw scores. In this case (42) yields

where summation runs, as in the remainder of this chapter unless other-

wise specified, from v=1 to n. The coefficient defined by (43) is the

coefficient of identity (Appendix 1, equation 18).

The chance corrected version of (43) is obtained by using (37),

which yields

2x!x. - 2n~11 'x.x',1
1 J i J

x. 'x. + x'.x. - 2n~1 l'x.x',1
i i J J l J

2£x .x . - 2n~ Xx .Zx .
V 1 V 1 VI V1

2 2 -1 ' (44)

lxv. + lxv. - 2n txv.lxY.

which is the chance corrected identity coefficient (Appendix 3, equation

6). The chance corrected identity coefficient is identical to the equal-

ity coefficient proposed by Jobson (1976).

It should be noted that in the case of trichotomous variables with

values minus one, zero, and one, the identity coefficient (43) is equal

to the S-index proposed by Cattell, Balcar, Horn and Nesselroade (1969)

for use in the context of factor matching.
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In the quantitative approach to binary variables we will distin-

guish two types of vectors with raw scores, depending on the values for

'value 1' and 'value 2' in Table 1. The first of these vectors will be

called the zero/one vector, denoted by z.; in the zero/one vector

value 1 is equal to zero and value 2 equal to one. In the second vector,

the minus-one/one vector, denoted by s., value 1 is equal to minus one

and value 2 is equal to one.

The identity coefficient (43) for binary variables based on the

zero/one vector is given by

' 7

i j 2 a 2 a,
sij z!z. + z'.z. a + b + a + c 2a + b + c '

which can be verified by observing that

and

z!z. = a, (46)

z'.z. = 1'z. = a + b, (47)

z'.z. = 1' z. = a + c. (48)

The coefficient given by (45) is the coefficient proposed by Dice

(1945).

For the chance corrected version of (45) we have

2z'.z. -
i 3

z'.z. + z'.z. - 2n"11'z.z'.1
i i 0 J i J

2na - 2(a+b)(a+e) = 2(ad-bc) ,, .
n(a+b) + n(a+c) - 2(a+b)(a+c) (a+b)(b+d) + (a+c)(c+d) ' ^ y ;

which can be verified by using (46), (47), (48) and
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n = a + b + c + d . (50)

It can be verified that the coefficient given by (49) is Cohen's Kappa

coefficient (Cohen, 1960) in the special case of binary variables.

Cohen's Kappa will be treated in the section on GA coefficients for

nominal variables with identical categories, see (85).

The identity coefficient (43) for binary variables based on the

minus-one/one vector can be derived by observing that

s'.s . = a + d - b - c (51 )

and

s!s. = s'.s. = n, (52)

from which we have

2S1SJ a + d - b - c 2(a + d)
s!s. + s'.s. n n

The coefficient given by (53) is commonly known as the G index of agree-

ment (Holley & Guilford, 1964). Vegelius (1976, p. 7) observed that this

coefficient has also been given by Zubin (1938), Sandier (1948),

Quenouille (1952) and Sokal and Sneath (1963). It may be added that (53)

is also equivalent to the coefficient proposed by Hamann (1961). From

the extreme right-hand side of (53) it is clear that the G index equals

twice the proportion of agreement minus one.

For the chance corrected coefficient we have from (53)

S'a

2s!s. - 2n~11 's.s1.1

s'.s. + s'.s . - 2n"11 's.s',1
1 1 J J i J.

n(a+d-b-c) - (a+c-b-d) (a+b-c-d) _ 2(ad-bc) ...

n2 . (a+c-b-d)(a+b-c-d)
 = (a+b)(b+d) + (a+c)(c+d) •
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which i s Cohen's Kappa for binary va r i ab les . The derivat ion yielding

(54) can be ver i f ied by using (50), (51), (52) and

1's. = a + b - c - d , (55)

and

1's . = a + c - b - d. (56)

It follows that for binary variables Cohen's Kappa is both the chance

corrected version of the coefficient of Dice (45) and the chance cor-

rected version of the G index (53). A stronger result can be shown to

hold. From the formula of the chance corrected coefficient for vector or

rectangular quantifications (37) it can be seen that for vector quan-

tifications this chance corrected coefficient is insensitive to a joint

linear transformation of the quantifications X. and X.. In the binary

case, any vector resulting from specific choices of value 1 and value 2

in Table 1 can be expressed as a linear transformation of the zero/one

vector, yielding for the chance corrected GA coefficient the Kappa coef-

ficient, provided that the choice of value 1 and value 2 is identical

for both variables i and j.

_1 /2
The normed vector with raw scores. Taking a.=0 and D.=(x!x.) I

in (41) yields for X. the vector with raw scores scaled to a unit sum of

squares. In this case (42) yields

Exvixvi

, J/2, , J/2 ,„ 2 ,1/2,v 2 ,1/2 'xU. ) (x'Xj) Ux v.) (lxvj)

which is the coefficient of proportionality (Appendix 1, equation 20),

commonly known as Tucker's congruence coefficient (Tucker, 1951), also

proposed by Burt (1948).

The chance corrected version of (57) is obtained by using (37),

which yields
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x! x . - n 1' x. x'. 1

'. x. ) (x'. x .) - n 1 ' x . x'. 1

Ex .x . - n Ex .Zx .
v l VJ V 1 VJ (58)

2 1/2 2 1/2 -1 '
(Xx .)l/d(Ex . ) ' - n 'EX .ZX .

vi vj vi vj

which is the chance corrected proportionality coefficient (Appendix 3,

equation 7).

In the case of trichotomous variables with values minus one, zero,

and one, the congruence coefficient (57) is equal to the G -index pro-

posed by Vegelius (1979).

The congruence coefficient (57) for binary variables based on the

zero/one vector is given by

z!z.

'. z. ) (z'.z.) (a+b) (a+c)

see (46), (47) and (48). The coefficient given by (59) is the coeffi-

cient proposed by Ochiai (1957).

The chance corrected version of (59) may be obtained in the usual

way, but this does not yield a well-known association coefficient.

The vector with deviation scores. Taking a.=n 11'x. and D.=I in

(41 ) yields

X. = x. - n~1 11 'x. = Jx. , (60)
l i i i '

with J defined as in Lemma 12. After substitution of (60) in (42) we get

2x!JJx. 2Z(x , - M.)(x . - M.)1 J vi i v vj jj
x!JJx. + x'.JJx. „. ,. ,2 _, .. ,2 '
i i J J 2(xv. - M.) + Z(xyJ - Mj)
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where M. and M. denote the mean score of variable i and j, respectively.

The coefficient defined by (61) is the coefficient of additivity (Appen-

dix 1, equation 19).

Obviously, the column with deviation scores is a column centered

quantification and, therefore, there is no need for chance correction.

The additivity coefficient (61) for binary variables based on the

zero/one or the minus-one/one vector can easily be obtained, but this

does not yield a well-known association coefficient.

The normed vector with deviation scores. Taking a.=n 11'x. and

-1/2

D.=(x!Jx.) I, with J as defined above, in (41) yields for X. the vec-

tor with deviation scores scaled to a unity sum of squares. Stated dif-
1/2

ferently, X is the vector with standard scores divided by n or

(n-1) , depending on whether the factor n or (n-1) has been

used in the formula of the standard deviation. In this case (42) yields

i J ( x ; j x . ) l / 2 ( x - J x . ) 1 / 2

- V(xvi " V
{ Z ( x v . - M . ) 2 } 1 / 2 { Z ( x v . - M . ) 2 } 1 / 2

which is the product-moment correlation coefficient or the coefficient

of linearity (Appendix 1, equation 21).

Obviously, the column with normed deviation scores is a column cen-

tered quantification and, therefore, there is no need for chance correc-

tion .

The product-moment correlation (62) for binary variables, both

based on the zero/one and the minus-one/one vector, yields the well-

known phi coefficient, given by

ad-be ic~,\
( 6 3 )T72 •

Ua+bHc+dKa+cHb+d)}1^
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The normed vector with weighted deviations from a neutral point.

o -1/2

Let a.=d and D. ={ ( x . - d ) ' W (x.-c1)} W, where c i s a scalar indicat-

ing the neutral point and W is a diagonal matrix of order n, with

weights w , v=1 , . . . , n . Substitution of a. and D. in (41) yields for X.

the normed vector with weighted deviations from the neutral point c. For

the GA-coefficient (42) we obtain, after some algebra,

( x i - c 1 ) ' W 2 ( x . - c 1 )

(x A - c ) 2 } 1 ' 2 '

which is the weighted Cohen r index proposed by Vegelius (1976, equa-

tion 2.5).

Some special cases of (50) are worth considering. By taking all

weights w , v=1,...,n, equal to each other we obtain from (64) the Cohen

family (24). By taking c=0 we obtain from (64) the weighted H coeffi-

cient (Vegelius, 1976, equation 2.7). Finally, by taking all weights

equal to each other and c=0 we obtain from (64) the H coefficient

(Sj8berg & Holley, 1967), which is identical to Tucker's congruence

coefficient, cf. (57).

Vector type quantifications based on rank order scores

Specifically for ordinal variables the vector with rank order

scores may be used as a basis of vector type quantifications. As an ana-

logon to (41) we define

Xi = Di ( ri " a i ) ' ( 6 5 )

where r. i s the n-order vector with rank order scores and D. and a. are

defined as in (41). For th i s class of quantifications we have
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2(r -a )'D D (r -a )
. L_± J J J . ( 6 6 )

1J (r -a )'D^(r - a ) + (r -a .) <Dj (r .- a )

The number of quantifications of the type defined by (65) which

result in known association coefficients is rather limited. By appropri-

ate choices of D. and a. we obtain from (66) the Spearman rank order

correlation coefficient rho and the r -coefficient proposed by Vegelius

(cf. Vegelius, 1976), as will be shown now.

The normed centered vector with rank order scores. Taking

-1 -1/2

a.=n 11'r. and D.=(r!Jr.) I in (65) yields for X. the normed cen-

tered vector with rank order scores. After substitution in (66) we get

r iJ r i
8; -i = ~ /2, , , .1/2( r J rV

E ( r . - M ) ( r . - M )
VI V V1 V

- Mr)
2}1/2{l(rv. - M / } " 2 '

where M =n(n+1)/2 is the mean rank order score. The association coeffi-
r

cient given by (67) is Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient

rho.

The normed vector with rank order deviations from a neutral point.

Vegelius (1976a) proposed an association coefficient for ordinal vari-

ables with fixed neutral points. The scores on the variables are first

transformed to rank orders, with ties, which, in our notation, are col-

lected in the vectors r. and r.. Next, the rank value of the neutral

point is determined. For variable i this rank value will be represented

by c.. If one (or more) of the raw scores is equal to the neutral point,

c. is equal to the rank order score of this (these) raw score(s). Other-

wise, the value of c1 is determined by inter- or extrapolation (cf.
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Vegelius, 1976). Taking a - c ^ and D ={(r -c 1)•(r -c^i)} 1/2I in (65)

yields for X. the normed vector with rank order deviations from a neu-

tral point. After substitution in (66) we have

(rv-c.1)' (r .-c.1 )

which is the r -coefficient proposed by Vegelius (1976a).

Square type quantifications of quantitative variables

The square type quantifications of quantitative variables to be

considered here are, with one exception, all skew-symmetric matrices of

order n, normed to a unit sum of squares. If S. is some skew-symmetric

matrix, then the normed skew-symmetric matrix X. is given by

-1 /2
X. = (trS^Si) S. , (69)

which yields after substitution in (29) the GA coefficient

2trX'X. trS^S.

trX-X. ( t r S s . , ( t r S s .
l i J J

By specifying S. the various members of the Daniels family are obtained,

as will be shown now.

Taking S.=(x.1'-1x!) we have from (70)
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tr(xi1
 f-1xj! )' (x.1 !-1x!.)

Xj Xj Xj Xj

!x.- 1'x.1'x.
1 J * JJ
1/? 1/? '

(1'1x!x.- 1'x.Tx.) (I'lx'.x.- 1'x.Tx.)
•*- J- -L -I JJ J J

which is the product-moment correlation coefficient (cf. Daniels, 1944).

In a similar fashion we obtain from (70) Spearman's rank order cor-

relation coefficient by defining S. = (r.1'-1r! ).

Finally, taking S.=||sign(x .-x . ) | | , v,w=1 n, with sign(0)=0,

we have from (70)

P. . - Q, .

1/2 1/2

ii Jj

(72)

where P.. denotes the number of concordant pairs of pairs, i.e. the num-

ber of pairs of observations for which x . and x . are ordered in the

vi wi

same direction as x . and x ., v,w=1,...,n, and where Q.. denotes the

number of discordant pairs of pairs. The symbol P.. denotes the number

of pairs of observations of variable i for which x .^x ., v,w=1,...,n,

and P.. is defined in a similar fashion. It can be verified that the

coefficient defined by (72) is Kendall's rank correlation coefficient

tau (cf. Daniels, 1944).

Within the quantitative approach to binary variables we will con-

sider one (not skew-symmetric) square type quantification. Let the vec-

tor t. be defined as t.=-z.+1, where z. is the zero/one vector defined

above. Taking X. = (trz. t! t. z'. ) 2t.z! in (29) and using the result ob-

tained in (40) we have

trz.t'.t.z'. z! z.t'.t.
1 1 J J J- J 1 J

1
(zjz. t!t.) '
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From the definition of t. we have

f t . = (-z! + 1')(-z. + 1) = z!z. - 1'z. - 1'z. +
i J i J i J i J

a - a - b - a - c + n = d , (74)

t!t1 = z.'z. - 21'z. + 1'1 = a + b - 2a -2b + n = c + d (75)

and similarly

t'.t. = b +d . (76)

Substitution of (46), (47), (48), (74), (75) and (76) in (73) yields

{(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)}1/2
(77)

which is the geometric complete association index proposed by Sokal and

Sneath (1963). The Gramian property of the coefficient matrix of (77)

has also been proved by Gower and Legendre (1986).

GA coefficients for nominal variables

When dealing with bivariate association coefficients for nominal

variables we can distinguish two situations: either the two nominal

variables have identical categories or they have different categories.

In the case of nominal variables with identical categories any of the

quantifications to be discussed below in the section on rectangular type

quantifications can be used. In the case of nominal variables with dif-

ferent categories any of the quantifications to be discussed below in

the section on square type quantifications can be used.

For each of the GA coefficients for nominal variables to be dis-

cussed we will additionally give the formula for the case these vari-

ables are binary, using the notation of Table 1.
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Observations of a nominal variable can conveniently be presented by

means of an indicator matrix. Given n observations of a nominal vari-

able i with m categories, the indicator matrix G. is an nxm matrix which

has as its v,g-th element a one if observation v, v=1,...,n, is in cate-

gory g, g=1, ,m, and a zero otherwise. Some properties of indicator

matrices will be reviewed next.

From the definition of the indicator matrix it is clear that each

row has one element equal to one and m-1 elements equal to zero. As a

result we have

Gi1 = 1 . (78)

Let f. be the m-order vector with the category frequencies of vari-

able i, then we have

1'G. = f! . (79)

Let F.. be the m-order diagonal matrix with the category frequencies on

the diagonal, then it can readily be verified that

GiGi " Fii ' (80)

An indicator matrix G. can be centered row wise by postmultiplying G. by

J =(I-m~111'). Premultiplying G. by J =(I-n~111') yields a matrix that

is not only column centered, but also row centered, which will be called

double centered. This property can be verified by observing that

Jn Gi 1 = Jn 1 =

For nominal variables i and j with the same number of categories m we

define

Gi Gj " Fij ' ( 8 2 )
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where F. . is a square matrix of order m with as its g,h-th element,

g,h=1 m, the number of observations in both the g-th category of

variable i and the h-th category of variable j.

Rectangular type quantifications of nominal variables

For GA coefficients between nominal variables with identical cate-

gories we will use rectangular type quantifications, i.e. nxm matrices

based on the indicator matrices, where n is the number of observations

and m is the number of categories.

The indicator matrix. A very simple quantification is the indicator

matrix. Taking X.=G. in (29) yields

2trG!G. 2trF. .

LJ U = rfVF (83)trG!G. + trG'.G. t r F . . + t r F . . ij
1 1 J J 11 JJ

which is the proportion of observations in the same category on both

variables, also known as the proportion of agreement (cf. Popping, 1983.

p.25).

The chance corrected version of (83) is obtained by using X.=G. in

(37), which yields

trG'.G.- + trG'.G. - 2n~11'G.G'.1

trF.. - n~1f!f. n"1trF.. - n~2f!f.
_ _ i J LJ.. U- i-1

n - n 'f'f . 1 - n fJf.
(84)

I t can r e a d i l y be v e r i f i e d t h a t the c o e f f i c i e n t defined by (84) i s

Cohen's Kappa c o e f f i c i e n t (Cohen, 1960), which i s commonly expressed as
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p ~ p
Kappa = ? _- -e- , (85)

pe

where p is the observed proportion of agreement and p is the expected

proportion of agreement under chance.

It should be noted that our method of chance correction based on

permutations of the observations of one of the variables, see Chapter 5,

yields the same result as the method underlying Cohen's Kappa, which is

based on the observed marginal frequencies.

For binary variables the proportion of agreement (83) is given by

which coefficient is known as the simple matching coefficient (cf. Sokal

& Sneath, 1963).

The chance corrected proportion of agreement is equal to Cohen's

Kappa and, therefore, the chance corrected version of the simple match-

ing coefficient (86) is equal to Cohen's Kappa. The formula of Cohen's

Kappa for binary variables is given by (49).

The normed row centered indicator matrix. Taking

X1 = (trJmG!GiJm)"
1/2GiJm = (

trGiG
i
J
n])"

1/2G
l«Jm

 i n <29) a n d u s i n 8 t n e

result obtained in (40) we have

trj G!G.J
rc 1 J m

( 8 7 )
ii 1/2 1/2 'J (trG!G.J )' (trG'.G.J )

l l m' j j m

For the numerator of (87) we have after some algebra,

trj G!G.J =trF. .-m n, and we can obtain analogous results for the terms
m l j m IJ

in the denominator of (87). Therefore, (87) reduces to

trF. . - m n mtrF. . - n
12 = 1J

(„ -
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It can readily be verified that the GA coefficient given by (88) is the

C coefficient proposed by Janson and Vegelius (1979) as a generalization

of the G index of agreement (Holley & Guilford, 1964), see (53).

The quantification yielding the C coefficient is not column cen-

tered and, therefore, the C coefficient is not zero under chance. The

C coefficient can be corrected for chance in the usual way. Defining p

as for Cohen's Kappa (85) we have for the C coefficient from (88)

mp - 1

TT^T- (89)

It can be verified by using the normed row centered indicator matrix in

(36) that the C coefficient under chance is given by

mp - 1

ir=-r- (90)

where p is defined as for Cohen's Kappa (85). Using (89) and (90) in

(32) we have for the chance corrected C coefficient

mp - 1 - mp + 1 p - p, = J_o
 ye _ Ko *e . .

sij " m - 1 - mp + 1 1 - p '

which is Cohen's Kappa (85). Therefore, Cohen's Kappa can both be

regarded as the chance corrected proportion of agreement (83) and as the

chance corrected C coefficient (88).

If the variables are binary, then the C coefficient (83) reduces to

the G index (53) and after chance correction to (49). This is an example

of the statement made above that in the case of binary variables a quan-

tification typical for nominal variables can yield the same GA coeffi-

cient as a quantification typical for quantitative variables.

The normed double centered indicator matrix. It has been shown al-

ready that the matrix J G. is double centered. Taking
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X.=(trG^JnGi)~
1/2JnGi in (29) and using the result obtained in (40) we

have

g
lJ (trG'.J G.)1/2(trG'.J G.

i n 1 j n j

trG!G. - n 1trGM1 'G.
LJ i J

-1 1/P —1 1/2
(n - n trGM1'Gl) (n - n trG'.ii'G.)

n'1trF - n"1f'f
: ±J i_J

-2 1/2 -2 1/2 '
(1 - n fMf\) (1 - n f'.f.)

which is the S coefficient proposed by Janson and Vegelius (1979) as a

generalization of phi, the product-moment correlation for binary vari-

ables.

The quantification yielding the S coefficient is column centered

and, therefore, the S coefficient is zero under chance.

For binary variables we obtain from (92) the phi coefficient, given

by (63).

Square type quantifications of nominal variables

All GA coefficients between nominal variables with different cate-

gories are based on square quantifications of the variables. Such a

square quantification is an nxn matrix containing information about each

pair of observations of a variable.

The specific quantifications to be discussed in this section are

rather complicated. These quantifications will be named after the speci-

fic GA coefficient they yield.
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The Hubert's Gamma quantification. Let Y.=2G.G!.-11'-I and let

-1 /2
X.=(trY!Y.) Y., then we have from (29) and the result obtained in

(40)

trY'Y
— (93)

(trY!Y.)1/2(trY'.Y.)1/2

For the numerator of (93) we have

trY^Y. = tr(2G Gj-1 1'-I )(2G .G'.-11'-I) = 4trG.G|G.G*. - 2(1'G.G!1)

2(TG.G!1) - 2trG!G. - 2trG'.G. + 1*11*1 + 2(1*1) + trl
J J i i J J

!̂ .F . -2f!f. -2f'.f. + n(n-1) . (94)

In an analogous fashion it can be shown that each of the two factors in

1 /2
the denominator of (93) is equal to {n(n-1)} , which, combined with

(94) yields for (93)

2(f *.f . + f *.f . - 2trF! .F. .)
i i J J 1J iJ C 9 S )

n(n-1) * ( 9 5 )

It can be verified that the coefficient given by (95) is Hubert's Gamma

coefficient (Hubert, 1977). Vegelius (1978) has proved that Hubert's

Gamma is an E-correlation coefficient.

The Tschuprow's T quantification. Let Y.=J G.(G!G.) , then Y.

is the column centered orthonormalized indicator matrix. Let

-1 /2
Xi=(trYiYjY.Y!)

 YiY[> t n e n w e h a v e f r o m (29) a n d t h e result obtained

in (40)

trY.Y'.Y .Y!
J 1 J J ( 9 6 )

1 /? 1 /? '
( t r Y . Y ! Y . Y ! ) ' ( t r Y . y ' . Y .Y* ) '

i i i i j ' j J J
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For the numerator of (96) we have after some algebra

( 9 7 )

- 1 2 2

It can be verified that (97) is equal to n x-•• where x-• i s the ordi-

nary chi square between the variables i and j (cf. Hays, 1963, p. 604).

It should be noted that (97) is equal to Pearson's index of mean square

contingency (cf. Hays, 1963, p. 604). From (97) it can readily be de-
1/2 1/2

duced that the denominator of (96) is equal to (m.-1) (m.-1) , where

m. and m. denote the number of categories of variables i and j, respec-

tively. Using this result, together with (97), we have from (96)

X • •

-M 7-K , (98)

which is Tschuprow's T coefficient (Tschuprow, 1939), see also Janson

and Vegelius (1978a), who proved that Tschuprow's T is an E-correlation

coefficient. Tschuprow's T coefficient can be interpreted as the chi

square normed on the interval [0,1].

The Janson and Vegelius' J quantification. Let Y. be the row cen-

-1 /?
tered indicator matrix. G..T and let XA = ( t r Y ^ Y Yĵ  ) Y ^ , then we

have from (29) and the result obtained in (40)

trY.Y'.Y.Y'.
J- .1 J J

=lJ (trY.Y!Y.Y! )1/2(trY.y'.Y.Y'. ) 1 / 2

•i- X ± 1. J J s J J
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trG.J.G!G.J .G!
1 1 i J J J ( 9 9 )

(trG.J.GlG.J.Gl)
1/2(trG.J.G-G.J.G')l/2 '

which is the J index proposed by Janson and Vegelius (1982b), see Appen-

dix 4, where also the relation between the J index and the C coefficient

is discussed.

The Janson and Vegelius' T quantification. Let Y. be the column

-1/2
centered indicator matrix J G. and let X.=(trY.Y!Y.Y!) Y.Y' then we

ni l 1111 ii'

have from (29) and the resul t obtained in (40)

(trYiY|Y.Yp
1/2(trY.y'Y.YI.

trG.G!J G.G'.J
1 1 " J J " ( 1 0 0 )

(trG.GlJnGlGlJn)
l/2(trG.GJJnG.GjJn)

1/2

which is the T index proposed by Janson and Vegelius (1978b), see Appen-

dix 4, where the relation between the T index and the S coefficient is

discussed, too.
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7. General association coefficients for variables
of different measurement level

The general association coefficient may also be applied when the

variables are of different measurement levels. This is of specifical

importance when a researcher wants to perform a simultaneous analysis,

e.g., component analysis, on a number of variables of mixed measurement

levels.

The number of potential GA coefficients for variables of different

measurement levels is very large, as the only technical restriction is

that the quantifications of the variables are of the same quantification

type. A few possible combinations of quantifications will be discussed

briefly.

In the case of variables of the same measurement level it makes

sense to choose between normed and unnormed quantifications. It is the

question whether or not differences in scaling between the two variables

should be ignored in assessing the degree of association between the

variables. In the case of variables of different measurement levels dif-

ferences in scaling are likely to be difficult to interpret and, there-

fore, normed quantifications are to be preferred when dealing with vari-

ables of different measurement levels.

In discussing GA coefficients for variables of different measure-

ment levels we will distinguish two situations. In the first situation

the variables are quantitative, that is, in the present study, of or-

dinal or higher measurement level. Then we can adopt either vector type

or square type quantifications of the variables. In the, more general,

second situation the variables may be of any measurement level. In that

case only square type quantifications are possible.

GA coefficients for quantitative variables of different measurement

levels

When dealing with quantitative variables of different measurement

levels we may adopt vector type quantifications for the variables. It

seems natural to take the quantificications for the various measurement
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levels as similar as possible, e.g., to take a normed row centered quan-

tification for each variable. When taking the normed centered vector of

raw scores for a metric variable and the normed vector of rank order

scores for an ordinal variable we obtain a GA coefficient for a metric

and an ordinal variable which can be regarded as a mixture of the

product-moment correlation and Spearman's rho coefficient. In the same

way a Spearman's rho variant of the point biserial correlation is ob-

tained in the case of a binary and an ordinal variable.

In a similar way we can adopt, as an example of square quantifica-

tions, the normed skew-symmetric quantifications, discussed in Chapter

6, for each of the quantitative variables, yielding a mixture of the

product-moment correlation and Kendall's tau coefficient and a Kendall's

tau variant of the point biserial correlation.

GA coefficients for quantitative and nominal variables

Two approaches to the construction of association coefficients for

variables of different measurement levels are discussed in detail in

Appendix H. These approaches rely on the work by Janson and Vegelius

(1978b, 1982a). The quantification of quantitative variables is the same

in both approaches. In the terminology of the present study the quan-

tification of a metric variable i is obtained by taking

_1 /2
X.=(trx.x!x.x!) x.x! and the quantification of an ordinal variable is

obtained by taking r. instead of x..

In one of the two approaches nominal variables are quantified as

for the J index, see (99). In the case of a metric and a nominal vari-

able this approach yields the CP coefficient (Janson & Vegelius, 1982a).

In the other approach, the one advocated in Appendix 4, nominal

variables are quantified as for the T index, see (100). In the case of a

metric and a nominal variable this approach yields the SP coefficient

(Janson & Vegelius, 1978b), which in the case of a metric and a binary

variable is equal to the squared point biserial coefficient (cf. Janson

& Vegelius, 1978b).
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8. Discussion

In the previous chapters it has been shown that many of the well-

known association coefficients belong to the general family of associa-

tion coefficients presented in this study. Members of the general family

have been shown to be E-correlation coefficients, which implies a number

of desirable properties, see the discussion at the end of Chapter 2.

Except for the question of chance correction, GA coefficients are

fully determined by the way the variables are quantified. This has a

number of advantages.

In the first place, by studying the quantifications yielding a

specific GA coefficient, it can be determined which kind of information

is taken into account by that particular association coefficient, and

which kind of information is ignored. This can be a useful guideline in

selecting an association coefficient in a particular situation. In order

to facilitate this selection process, the quantifications discussed in

Chapter 6 and the resulting GA coefficients for variables of the same

measurement level are summarized in Tables 2, 3 and *), which are dis-

played at the end of the present chapter.

Secondly, by specifying quantifications of the variables, a new GA

coefficient can be constructed, if for a specific application no appro-

priate association coefficient seems to be available. However, in many

situations it may be better practice to use a familiar coefficient which

is not optimal in view of the (in)sensitivity desiderata 5a and 5b,

rather than to construct a new coefficient for only a limited number of

applications. Specifically, the problem with new coefficients is that no

statistical results are known.

A treatment of statistical properties of the members of the general

family (cf. desideratum 6) is beyond the scope of the present study. For

a number of well-known GA coefficients, e.g., the product-moment cor-

relation, Cohen's Kappa, and the J index, statistical theory is

available.

The class of E-correlation coefficients and the members of the

general family do not coincide. Various E-correlation coefficients seem

not to belong to the general family. Some of these E-coefficients, how-

ever, can be shown to be functionally related to a member of the general
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family. An example is the monotonicity coefficient proposed by Bentler

(1971), which has been shown to be related to Kendall's tau coefficient

in situations without tied observations, see Appendix 2. In a similar

way it can be proved that the coefficient proposed by Jaccard (1908)

which is often used as an association coefficient for binary variables

is related to the Dice coefficient (45). An example of an E-correlation

coefficient which seems not to be related to the general family is the

general coefficient of similarity proposed by Gower (1971).

Table 2

GA coefficients for quantitative variables

Quantification GA coefficient chance corrected

GA coefficient

Vector with raw scores identity (43) equality (44)

Normed vector with raw scores congruence (57) (58)

Vector with deviation scores additivity (61) idem (61)

Normed vector with deviation

scores

product-moment idem (62)

correlation (62)

Normed vector with weighted de-

viations from a neutral point

weighted r (64)
c

Normed centered vector with rank

order scores

rho (67) idem (67)

Normed vector with rank order de- r__ (68)

viations from a neutral point
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Table 3

GA coefficients for nominal variables

Quantification GA coefficient chance corrected

GA coefficient

Indicator matrix proportion of

agreement (83)

Kappa (84)

Normed row centered indicator

matrix

C (88) Kappa (84)

Normed double centered indicator S (92)

matrix

idem (92)

Various normed square matrices

derived from the indicator

matrix

Gamma (95)

T 2 (98)

J (99)

T (100)

The first three quantifications in Table 3 can be used when the two

nominal variables have the same categories, the various square quan-

tifications can be used when the variables have different categories.
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Table 4

GA coefficients for binary variables

Quantification coefficient chance corrected

GA coefficient

Zero/one vector

Minus-one/one vector

Normed zero/one vector

Normed centered zero/one or

minus-one/one vector

Normed square matrix based on the

zero/one and the minus-one/one

vectors

Indicator matrix

Normed row centered indicator

matrix

Normed double centered indicator

matrix

Dice (45)

G (53)

Ochiai (59)

phi (63)

complete geo-

metric associa-

tion (77)

simple matching

coefficient (86)

G (53)

phi (63)

JCappa (49)

Kappa (49)

idem (63)

Kappa (49)

idem (63)
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A Family of Association Coefficients for Metric Scales

Four types of metric scales are distinghuished: the absolute scale,

the ratio scale, the difference scale and the interval scale. A

general coefficient of association for two variables of the same

metric scale type is developed. Some properties of this general

coefficient are discussed. It is shown that the matrix containing

these coefficients between any number of variables is Gramian. The

general coefficient reduces to specific coefficients of association

for each of the four metric scales. Two of these coefficients are

well known, the product-moment correlation and Tucker's congruence

coefficient. Applications of the new coefficients are discuused.

Key words: association coefficient, metric scale, product-moment

correlation.

The choice of an association (or similarity) coefficient between

two variables depends on the scale type to which the variables belong.

The scale type of a variable is defined by the class of admissible

transformations. An admissible transformation is a transformation under

which the variable remains invariant. In fundamental measurement the

invariance properties are established by the uniqueness theorem (cf.

Krantz, Luce, Suppes & Tversky, 1971, p. 9). In a less formal context

the scale type of a variable may be determined by the class of transfor-

mations which leave the meaning of the variable unaffected, or, in an

applied setting, by the class of transformations under which decisions

made on the basis of the variable remain the same.

An association coefficient between two variables has to be invar-

iant under admissible transformations of the variables, cf. Janson and

Vegelius (1982). To this we can add the requirement that an association

coefficient has to be sensitive to non-admissible transformations of the

variables. For example, rank ordering two interval scaled variables

changes their character, which should have an effect on the value of

their association coefficient. Used as an association coefficient be-

tween two interval scaled variables the product moment correlation (PMC)
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meets both (in)variance requirements, whereas the rank correlation fails

to meet the second requirement.

Four types of metric scales are distinguished here. Best known is

the interval scale, which is invariant up to positive linear (affine)

transformations. The other three metric scale are the absolute scale,

for which the identity transformation is the only admissible transforma-

tion, the ratio scale, which is only invariant under similarity (positi-

ve multiplicative) transformations, and the difference scale (cf. Suppes

& Zinnes, 1963), which is only invariant under additive transformations.

Association coefficients between two variables which meet the two

(in)variance requirements are known for interval and for ratio scales.

These are, respectively, the PMC and Tucker's congruence coefficient

(Tucker, 1951), originally proposed by Burt (1918). In this paper a ge-

neral formula for association coefficients for metric scales will be

proposed. This general formula reduces to the PMC and Tucker's congruen-

ce coefficient in the case of two interval scaled and two ratio scaled

variables, respectively. For the other two metric scale types the gene-

ral formula leads to appropriate association coefficients. These new

coefficients cannot be expressed as product moments in any obvious way.

Nevertheless, the associated matrices containing these coefficients be-

tween any number of variables will be shown to be Gramian. Some applica-

tions of the new coefficients will be discussed.

A General formula for association

coefficients for metric scales

In developing the general formula for association coefficients for

metric scales we assume that we have scores of n subjects (or objects)

on two variables, X. and X.. An individual score is denoted by X or

X , h=1,2 n. X. and X. are variables belonging to one of the four

metric scale types. The association coefficients will be defined as

sample statistics. The problem of generalizing to population character-

istics will be taken up in the discussion section.
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Throughout the paper the following notation will be used: The mean

score on X. is denoted by M.. The sample variance of X. is denoted by

2 2
S., and the mean squared value of X. is denoted by T.:

(D

where the summation sign, as in the remainder of this paper, denotes

summation over h=1 to n.

The general formula will be based on some kind of standardized ver-

sion of the variables. Such a standardized version should be invariant

under all admissible transformations of the variables and it should be

sensitive to non-admissible transformations. In this way it is ensured

that the resulting association coefficient meets the two (in)variance

requirements. Because the term "standardized" version of a variable

usually refers to a version with a mean of zero and a variance of one we

shall, to avoid ambiguity, refer to the special kinds of standardized

versions used in this paper as "uniformed" versions. A uniformed version

of a variable is obtained by applying a "uniforming" transformation to

the variable. A uniforming transformation for a certain scale type be-

longs to the class of admissible transformations of that scale type. If

an additive transformation is allowed the uniforming transformation will

center the variable around zero, if a multiplicative transformation is

allowed the uniforming transformation will rescale the variable to ob-

tain a mean squared value of one. The constants zero and one have been

chosen for reasons of convenience.

Let U. denote the uniformed version of X., then the uniforming

transformations are:

U. - X. , (2a)

for the absolute scale;

Ui = X. - M. , (2b)

for the additive scale;
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U. = Ti
1Xi , (2c)

for the ratio scale, and

U. = Si
1(X. - M.) , (2d)

2
for the interval scale, where T. and S. denote the square root of T. and

2
S., respectively. From (2d) it is clear that for the interval scale the

uniformed version of a variable is identical to the usual standardized

version.

Let g. , denote the association coefficient between two variables X.

and X.. As mentioned above, g.. will be based on the uniformed versions

U. and U.. Therefore, g.. will be some function f of U. and U.:

f(u\,u\). (3)

An association coefficient between two variables may be defined as the

extent to which their uniformed versions are identical. The mean squared

difference of the uniformed versions is a common indicator for this

identity. A function of the mean squared difference which has the

desirable property of attaining a maximum value of one if U.=U. is

cE(U.. - U,, ) 2

f(u\,U.) = 1 ^ i^— , (4)

where c denotes some positive constant. The constant c can be uniquely

determined by requiring

f(U.,-u\) = -f(U.,U.) , (5)
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which means that reflecting one of the variables, which results in the

reflection of the corresponding uniformed version, will merely change

the sign of the association coefficient. From (4) and (5) we have

from which it follows that

-V2'

h + n"
1ZUjh)"

1. (7)

Combining (3), (4) and (7) yields

2

which is the general formula of association coefficients for metric

scales.

For each of the four metric scale types, the proper uniforming

transformation may be inserted into (8). This yields four special coef-

ficients of association. Before discussing these coefficients sepa-

rately, we will prove that a matrix containing g coefficients between

any number of variables is Gramian (symmetric and positive semi-

definite). Three lemmas which are needed for this proof will be

presented first.

Lemma 1: The Hadamard (element-wise) product of two Gramian matri-

ces is Gramian.

Proof: See Schur (1911, p. 14) or Browne (1977, p. 208).

The proof of a closely related theorem, stating that the Hadamard

product of two symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices is SPD, may be

found in Bellman (1960, p. 94). This proof can be easily modified into

another proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2: A symmetric matrix is Gramian if and only if all principal

minors are nonnegative.
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Proof: See Gantmacher (1958, p. 282).

Lemma 3: Let x1 , ... x ^ Xj, ...

numbers satisfying x +y.^0, i,j=1, ..
1 J

with elements w..=(x.+y.) , i,j=1, .
l J l J

given by

and ^ ... y^ y , ... be

. k. Let W be the kxk matrix, k>2,
K

.. k. Then the determinant of W is
k

n (x. - x )(y. - y.)
i<i J J

1 < Jdet(Wk) -

J

(9)

i.J

Proof: See P61ya & Szegb (1925, p. 299).

A slightly different proof can be given by partitioning W as

W

V1
x, + y.

(10)

and using a standard result on determinants

-1
det(W ) = (x. + y. ) 'det{W. - (x. + (11)

After some algebra we obtain the recurrent formula

det(W,
J k"1 (xi " Xk H yi '

i-,

from which Lemma 3 can be deduced.

(12)
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The matrix of g coefficients is Gramian

Given a set of r variables, the g coefficients between the vari-

ables can be collected in a symmetric matrix G, of order r, with ele-

ments

where

v.. - n-1E(U.hU.h), i.j-1, ... r. (14)

This matrix G may be expressed as the Hadamard product

G = U*V, (15)

where U denotes the symmetric matrix with elements v.. and V is the sym-

metric matrix with elements 2(v..+v..)

By Lemma 1, G is Gramian if both U and V are Gramian. Clearly, U is

Gramian, being a product-moment matrix. It will be shown that V is

Gramian too.

Let V. , 1<k<r, denote the symmetric submatrix of V, obtained by

deleting all but the first k rows and columns of V. Then det(V ) is the

-1 2
k-th leading principal minor of V. Because v..=n EU. >0, we have

det(V1) = v"] > 0 . (16)

For 2<k<r, V is a matrix of the type defined in Lemma 3, multiplied

by 2, with x.-y.-v... Therefore,
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d e t (V
n (v.. - v..) 2

i.j X1 JJ

with equality iff v..=v.. for at least one pair (i,j). Equations (16)

and (17) show that all leading principal minors of V are nonnegative.

Because no use has been made of the numbering of the r variables, (16)

and (17) hold for any permutation and renumbering of the variables.

Therefore, it can be concluded that all principal minors of V are non-

negative, which, by Lemma 2, proves that V is Gramian.

The Gramian property of G is a sufficient condition for a repre-

sentation of the variables in Euclidean space with distances proportio-

1/2
nal to (1-g..) , i,j=1,...k (Gower, 1966), which implies that G can be

used in various metric multivariate techniques.

The Gramian property of G together with the fact that all diagonal

entries of G are one also implies that G can be considered as a product

moment correlation matrix. Therefore, the g 6oefficient has all the pro-

perties of the ordinary PMC. Some of these properties have been imposed

in the process of developing g, i.e. g. X1 , g. .=1 and g. .=g... Other

properties of the g coefficient which follow immediately from the fact

that G is a correlation matrix are:

a. gi- >. -1.

b. if g.. = 1, then g. = g. , for every third variable m.

c. if g. . = -1, then g. = -g. , for every third variable m.

The four coefficients of association for metric scales

Inserting the proper uniforming transformation (2) into the general

formula (8), yields a coefficient of association for each of the four

metric scales. These coefficients will now be derived separately.
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The coefficient of identity

The association coefficient for absolute scales reflects the degree

to which two variables are identical and, therefore, it will be called

the coefficient of identity. Inserting the identity transformation (2a)

into the general formula (8) yields

2 Z Xih Xjh ( D Cih

where e. . denotes the coefficient of identity.

The coefficient of additivity

The association coefficient for difference scales reflects the de-

gree to which two variables are identical up to an additive

transformation. This coefficient will be called the coefficient of

additivity. Inserting the additive transformation (2b) into the general

formula (8) yields

where S.. is the covariance between X. and X. and a., denotes the coef-

ficient of additivity. The coefficient of additivity is the special case

of Winer's "anchor point" intraclass correlation (Winer, 1971, p. 289-

296) for only two variables. The coefficient of additivity is also iden-

tical to a statistic which plays a role in various estimation problems

of parameters in bivariate normal distributions, cf. Cureton (1958, p.

722), Mehta & Gurland (1969) and Kristof (1972).

The coefficient of proportionality

The association coefficient for ratio scales reflects the degree to

which two variables are identical up to a positive multiplicative trans-

formation, that is, the degree to which the variables are proportional.

Therefore, this coefficient may be called the coefficient of proportio-

nality. Inserting the similarity transformation (2c) into the general

formula (8) yields, after some algebra,
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P. . - sx l hxJ h(zx2ha2h ,-i/2 i ( 2 0 )

where p.. denotes the coefficient of proportionality. It is identical to

Tucker's congruence coefficient. The coefficient of proportionality will

be called congruence coefficient in the remainder of this paper.

The coefficient of linearity

The coefficient of association for interval scales reflects the

degree to which two variables are identical up to a positive linear

transformation. This coefficient may be called the coefficient of li-

nearity. The uniforming transformation (2d) equals the usual standard-

ization, transforming X. into Z.. Inserting U.=Z. and U.=Z. into the

general formula (8) yields

where r.. is the coefficient of linearity. By observing that

EZ., =£Z ., =n, it is clear that r.. is identical to the PMC.
ih Jh I J •

Relations between the four coefficients

Each of the four g coefficients has been obtained by substituting

the appropriate uniforming transformation (2) into the general formula

(8). Each of the coefficients reflects the degree of identity of the

uniformed versions of the variables. The more kinds of transformations a

scale type allows, the more freedom there is to transform the variables

to a high degree of identity. Therefore, one could expect that for a

given pair of variables the PMC should always exceed or equal (in ab-

solute value) the other three coefficients, and that the coefficient of

additivity and the congruence coefficient should exceed or equal (in

absolute value) the coefficient of identity. This, however, appears not

to be true.- Only two inequalities can be shown to exist. Specifically,

we have
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r2. > a 2 . , (22)

and

(23)

Both inequalities (22) and (23) rely on the fact that the arithmetic

mean of two positive numbers exceeds or equals their geometric mean.

From this we have, for instance,

2(S 2S 2) 1 / 2 < S 2 + Sj , (24)

and, therefore,

>_ 4S2..(S2 + S 2 ) ' 2 , (25)

which is equivalent to (22). Similarly (23) results from

(26)

In some situations two or more of the four g coefficients are

identical. Equality in (24) is obtained iff S2=S2. In that case the

coefficient of additivity is identical to the PMC. Similarly, the coef-

2 2
ficient of identity equals the congruence coefficient iff IX.=IX.. From

(18) and (19) it is clear that the coefficient of identity and the coef-

ficient of additivity are identical if both variables have mean zero.

Combining these results shows that all four g coefficients are identical

if the variables have mean zero and equal sums of squares.
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Applications

Test theory

If a set of items satisfies the requirements of the one parameter

logistic (Rasoh) model, item and person parameters can be determined on

a difference scale. To compare the item parameters resulting from dif-

ferent studies with the same items, the coefficient of additivity is an

appropriate association measure. In this context McDonald (1982) has

suggested using the coefficient

Var(X1 - X.)

Tx = 1 1/2{Var(X.) + Var(X.)} ' ( 2 7 )

It can be verified that McDonald's coefficient is identical to minus one

plus twice the coefficient of additivity. As a result McDonalds coeffi-

cient lacks most of the desirable properties of the coefficient of addi-

tivity.

Profile similarity

The introduction of the coefficients of additivity and identity

provides some new perspectives on profile analysis, that is, the

analysis of sets of scores of individuals on a number of variables.

Nunnally (1978, p. 439) has argued that profiles contain three major

types of information: level (mean), dispersion (variance) and shape

(distribution form). Choosing a coefficient of profile similarity im-

plies choosing to respect or ignore certain types of information. For

instance, adopting the PMC as a measure of profile similarity implies

that level and dispersion are ignored.

Adopting the coefficient of additivity as a measure of profile

similarity implies ignoring levels only. This can be useful as a means

of eliminating the effects of certain response tendencies, e.g.,

acquiescence on a vocational interest questionnaire, or leniency in the

case where 'profiles' of judges who evaluated a set of objects are can-

pared.

When both levels and dispersions are to be respected then one may

adopt the coefficient of identity as a measure of profile similarity.
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Nunnally (1978, p. 444) advocated raw score factor analysis of cross-

products (i.e. numerators of the identity coefficients) as a method of

clustering profiles. Factoring coefficients of identity instead seems to

be an attractive alternative, since the latter are constrained to be

between -1 and +1 .

Sj5berg and Holley (1967) have discussed a measure H of profile

similarity which is insensitive to changing the polarity (sign) of one

or more variables in the profiles. Their H coefficient is identical to

the congruence coefficient. It may be noted that the coefficient of

identity is also insensitive to changing the polarity of one or more

variables in the profiles, which means that in this respect it is an

alternative to the H coefficient.

Discussion

The association coefficients described in this paper have been

derived as sample statistics. The population equivalents of the coeffi-

cient of additivity and the PMC can be obtained by replacing sample

variances and covariances by their corresponding population parameters,

degenerate cases excluded. The population equivalents of the coefficient

of identity and the congruence coefficient can be obtained in a parallel

fashion, by replacing mean cross-products and mean squares by correspon-

ding expectations.

Sampling properties of the PMC are well-known. In addition, Kristof

(1972) has obtained some results for the statistic u (Mehta & Gurland,

1969), which is identical to our coefficient of additivity. Sampling

properties of the congruence coefficient and the coefficient of identity

seem not to be available, to the best of the authors' knowledge.

The family of association measures, described in this paper, is by

no means the only "family" to which its members belong. For instance,

the PMC and the congruence coefficient also belong to a family of coef-

ficients r derived by Cohen (1969, p. 282).

c
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Two Classes of Element-Wise Transformations Preserving

the Psd Nature of Coefficient Matrices

Abstract: Two classes of element-wise transformations are

proved to preserve the positive semi-definite nature of coef-

ficient matrices. The correctness of a conjecture by Gower and

Legendre on the positive semi-definite nature of a certain

coefficient matrix is proved. It is shown that the matrix of

monotonicity coefficients proposed by Bentler is positive

semi-definite for data without ties.

Keywords: Association coefficient; Similarity coefficient;

Monotonicity coefficient; Gramian matrix; Binomial series.

1 . Introduction

A desirable property of a similarity (or association) coefficient

is that the associated coefficient matrix, containing the similarity

coefficients between a number of variables, is positive semi-definite

(psd). The psd nature of a coefficient matrix is a sufficient condition

for the existence of a representation of the variables in Euclidean

space (Gower, 1966), which implies that the coefficient matrix can be-

subjected to various metric multivariate techniques. Furthermore, the

psd nature of the coefficient matrix implies several properties of the

similarity coefficient involved, e.g., symmetry and the transitivity of

perfect similarity.

In the present paper two lemmas on element-wise transformations

which preserve the psd nature of coefficient matrices will be proved.

Both lemmas rely on properties of the binomial series, which will be

reviewed first.

2. The binomial series

Consider the binomial series
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f(a.z) - I (a)zv . (1)
v=0

For arbitrary a, and |z|<1 this series is convergent (Knopp 1956,

p. 159). For strictly positive values of a, the series (1) is also con-

vergent at |z|=1 (Knopp 1956, p. 140). Whenever the series (1) conver-

ges, we have

I (v)z
V - (1 • z ) a (2)

v=0 V

(Knopp 1956, p. 170), where, by convention, (0)=L)=1. It can be readily

verified that for 0<a<1, and v-1,2 the coefficients (a) alternate

in sign, with

(a] < 0, for v=2,4,6,... (3)

Using this property we get, after replacing z by -z in (2)

(1 - z ) a - 1 - I |(a)|zv , (4)
v=1

with 0<a<1 and z

3. Two lemmas on psd matrices

Lemma 1 : If a symmetric matrix Z of order n, with elements z.., |z..|_<1,

zi:L = 1 , is psd, then the symmetric matrix T of order n, with elements

t± . = 1-(1-zi.)
a, 0<a<1, is psd.

Proof: As a result of (4) we have
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(5)

from which it follows that

I |(*)|z(v) . (6)
v=1

(v) v
where Z denotes the symmetric matrix of order n with elements z. ..

This shows that T can be expressed as the (infinite) sum of matrices

(v)
Z , each multiplied by a positive scalar. A sum of psd matrices is

(v)
psd, therefore, it remains to be shown that Z , v=1,2,..., is psd.

Clearly, Z =Z is psd by definition. Using the well-known result that

the Hadamard product of two psd matrices is psd (Schur 1911) it can be

(v) (v-1)
proved by induction that Z =Z*Z is psd, which concludes the proof

of the Lemma.

Lemma 2: Let Z be defined as in Lemma 1, then the symmetric matrix U of

1/2 -1
order n, with elements u. . = { 1 + (1 -z. .) } is psd.

Proof: For z..^0 we have
IJ

1 X 1 - zjj)" 2 • 1 - (I - Z J J ) " 2 • zlj

By using (5) for the numerator of (7), with a=1/2, we get

f 1/2-1 i v v i r T / 2 ! I v-1

If we take 0 =1 , we have for z. .=0
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- - ]
 m - \ - K ' f V - I \i

U
v
2)\0^ . (9)

1J 1 + (1 - zi.)
Wd v=1 v

Combining (8) and (9) yields

v=1

(v-1) (01 (v-1 1

For v=1, Z = Z W =11' is psd. For v=2,3,... the psd nature of Zv '

has been shown in the proof of Lemma 1. Therefore, U, being an (infini-

te) sum of psd matrices, is psd.

4. Applications

The two lemmas discussed above can be used to prove the psd nature

of certain similarity matrices. For both lemmas an example will be given

in this section.

4.1 A conjecture by Gower and Legendre

In a discussion of properties of (dissimilarity coefficients Gower

and Legendre (1986) consider the transformation

Z = 2S - (S*S) , (11 )

where S is a given nxn symmetric matrix of similarity coefficients, * is

the Hadamard (element-wise) product of matrices, and where the elements

of S are constrained to s..=1 and 0<s. .O, for i,j=1,...,n. Gower and

Legendre conjecture that S will be psd if Z is psd. It will be shown

that their conjecture is correct.

From the definition of S and Z in (11) it can readily be deduced

that (Xa. .Cl , a . . =1 , and

1 - (1 - o . . ) 1 / 2 . (12)
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Obviously, the Gower and Legendre conjecture is the special case of

Lemma 1, with a=1/2, and z. .=o. . restricted to non-negative values.

H.2 Bentler's monotonieity coefficient

Bentler (1971) proposed a coefficient of "monotonieity" as a simi-

larity coefficient for ordinal data. It will be shown that a matrix with

monotonieity coefficients is psd, if there are no tied observations.

For data without ties the monotonieity coefficient can be expressed

as a function of Kendall's t-coefficient (Kendall 1938). Given paired

observations (X , Y ), k=1,2,...,N, the monotonieity coefficient m is
K . K ^y

defined as

mxy i
Q + 2(PQ)

where P denotes the number of concordant pairs of pairs

((X ,X ),(¥ ,Y )), and Q the number of discordant pairs. If there are no
K X . K .J.

tied observations, Kendall's rank order correlation T can be expressed

as

From (13) and (14) we have

Daniels (19i)1)) showed that Kendall's T can be expressed as a product

moment coefficient and, therefore, the symmetric matrix T of order n

(2)
with T-coefficients between a number of n variables, and the matrix T

with squared i-eoefficients are psd. Let M be the symmetric matrix of

order n with monotonieity coefficients, and let V be the symmetric

2 1/2 ~1
matrix of order n with elements v.. = {1 + (1-T..) } , then
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M = T * V . (16)

Clearly, V, being a matrix of the type U defined in Lemma 2, with

z. .=T. ., is psd, and, as a result, M is psd, when there are no tied ob-

servations. When ties do occur then (14) no longer holds true and, in

fact, M need not be psd.
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A Family of Chance-Corrected Association

Coefficients for Metric Scales

A chance-corrected version of the family of association coef-

ficients for metric scales proposed by Zegers and Ten Berge is

presented. It is shown that a matrix with chance-corrected

coefficients between a number of variables is Gramian. The members

of the chance-corrected family are shown to be partially ordered.

Key words: association coefficient, metric scale, product-mo-

ment correlation.

A family of association coefficients for metric scales was derived

by Zegers and Ten Berge (1985), with coefficients of the form

2EU. U.
g(X,Y) 1 X ly , (1)

where, as in the remainder of the present paper, summation runs from i=1

to N, and the symbol U denotes a "uniforming" transformation of the ori-

ginal variables. The form of the transformation U depends on the scale

type of the variables. For each of the four metric scale types the gene-

ral formula (1) results in a specific association coefficient.

In the present paper a chance-corrected version of the g-coeffi-

cient defined by (1) will be proposed. The matrix with g-coefficients

between a number of variables is Gramian (positive semi-definlte), cf.

Zegers and Ten Berge (1985). It will be shown that the chance-corrected

g-coefficient has the very same property. It will also be shown that as

a result of the optimality properties of the uniforming transformations

the four members of the chance-corrected g-coefficient family are par-

tially ordered.
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The chance-corrected g-coefficient

A well-known approach to chance-correction of an association or

agreement coefficient A is to define

A - A

where A' is the chance-corrected coefficient, A is the observed coeffi-

cient, A is the coefficient under chance and A is the maximum value of

c m

the coefficient regardless of the marginals. Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960)

is an example of a coefficient of this type.

Given the sample distributions of X and Y, and therefore of U and

U , the value of g(X,Y) under chance, g (X,Y), is by definition the ex-

pectation of g(X,Y) over all permutations of the scores on X. The de-

nominator of (1) is invariant under permutations of this kind. The ex-

pectation of the numerator of (1) over permutations of the X-scores is

given by

E (2EU. U. ) = 2N~1IU. EU. , (3)
p IX ly IX ly

cf. Kendall and Stuart (1961, p. 474). This yields

2N 1EU U
g (X.Y) = — 2-£ , (4)

EU + EU
x y

where the index i has been dropped for convenience. Correcting the g-

coefficient according to (2), with one as the maximum value of g and (4)

as the value under chance, we obtain

2(IU U - N'1LU EU
2 L Z x

5
EU + EU - 2N EU EU

x y x y

y . (5)
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It can easily be verified that for the difference scale and the

interval scale the corrected g-coefficients are identical to the cor-

responding g-coefficients; that is, for the additivity coefficient (a )
xy

and the product-moment correlation (r ), respectively.
xy

For the absolute scale the corrected identity coefficient is

2(EX.Y. - N EX.EY. 2S
p i = L_i 1 - 1

 = EL
y EX + EY - 2N EX.EY. S + S + (M - M )

l l l i x y x y

2 2
where S is the sample covariance of X and Y, S and S are the sample

xy x y

variances, and M and M are the sample means of X and Y, respectively,
x y

It may be noted that e' is identical to the coefficient of equality
xy

proposed by Jobson (1976).

For ratio scales the corrected proportionality coefficient is

EX.Y. - N"1EX.EY. S
J - - 1 L_i EL3 = L_i EL

•vv ? ? 1/? -1 -1 ? 1 /? -1 ? 1/?X y ( E X T E Y f ) ' ^ - N ' E X . E Y . ( N ^ X T ) ' ( N ' X Y T ) ' " M M
1 1 XI 1 1 Xy

In order to prove that the matrix with g'-coefficients between a

number of variables is Gramian, a lemma on Gramian matrices will be

proved first.

A Lemma on Gramian matrices

Lemma: If Z is a Gramian matrix of order k, with elements z.. in
lj

x
the range (-1,1), i,j=1,2,...,k, then also the kxk matrix Z with ele-

* -1
ments z..=(1-z..) , i,j=1,2,...,k, is Gramian.

Proof: By applying the binomial expansion to the elements of Z

(cf. Abramowitz & Stegun, 1972, equation 3.6.10), it is clear that Z is
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an infinite sum of kxk matrices Z with elements z?., p=0,1,... Ob-

viously, Z =11• is Gramian. The matrix Z =Z is Gramian by defini-

tion, and for p>1, Z , being the Hadamard (element-wise) product of

Gramian matrices, is Gramian (Schur, 1911). Therefore, Z , being an in-

finite sum of Gramian matrices, is Gramian.

A matrix with g'-coefficients is Gramian

In order to prove that the kxk matrix G with g'-coefficients be-

tween k variables is Gramian it will be shown that G can be expressed as

two times the Hadamard product of three Gramian matrices G , G and G .

2 2 ~1
Define G as the matrix with h,j-th element (EU +ZU.) , G as the

matrix with h,j-th element S and G as the matrix with h,j-th ele-

ment (1-th-)~
1, with

2N~1EU EU.

2 '
+ EU

then it can be verified that G=2G *G *G , where * denotes the Hadamard

product. Matrix G is Gramian (cf. Zegers & Ten Berge, 1985), and G ,

being a symmetric covariance matrix, is Gramian as well. It can be veri-

fied that the kxk matrix with elements t, . is Gramian and that t .<1 .

Therefore, G is a matrix of the type Z defined in the Lemma presented

above, which shows that G- is Gramian. This concludes the proof of the

Gramian property of G.

The matrix G is Gramian with unit diagonal entries. This means that

the g1-coefficient is. an E-correlation coefficient in the terminology of

Vegelius (1978) and Janson and Vegelius (1978).
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Optimality properties of the uniforming transformations

The uniforming transformations U defined in Zegers and Ten Berge

(1985) were chosen for reasons of convenience. It can be shown, however,

that for each of the four metric scales the uniforming transformation

maximizes the absolute value of the g'-coefficient within the class of

permissible transformations.

To verify the optimality properties of the uniforming transforma-
tions, consider the general linear transformations U =b X+a and

° x x x

U =b Y+a . Using these transformations in (5), we get, after some

algebra

2b b S
g ' ( x . y ) = — — 1LJLSL . ( 9 )

b S + b S + { b ( M + a ) - b ( M + a )}
x x y y x x x y y y

The constants a and a only appear in the last (squared) term of the
x y

denominator of (9). Clearly, for every choice of b and b the absolute

value of g'(X,Y) is maximized by taking a =-M and a =-M . Therefore, if
x x y y

the scale type permits an additive transformation, centering the vari-

ables around zero is optimal.

Furthermore, rearranging the terms in (9) yields

2S
( X . Y ) . _ ^ *y

{ ( b x V } T x - ( V b y } Ty> + 2 V y -2

2 2 2 2
with T =S +(M +a ) and T defined in a parallel fashion. The constants

x x x x y K

b and b only appear in the first (squared) term of the denominator of

(10). For every choice of a and a the absolute value of g'(X,Y) is
x y

maximized by taking (b b ) T =(b b ) T , which can be simplified
x y x x y y

to b T =b T , and hence b =cT~1 and b =cT~1 for arbitrary c>0. If the
x x y y ' xx yy
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scale type permits rescaling of the variables the uniforming transforma-

tion defined by Zegers and Ten Berge (1985) implies taking b =T . and

b =T , which is an optimal choice.
y y

As a result of the optimizing properties of the uniforming trans-

formations the four g'-coefficients are partially ordered. Both the ad-
ditivity coefficient a1 =a and the corrected proportionality coeffi-

xy xy

cient p' exceed or equal (in absolute value) the corrected identity
xy

coefficient e1 . The product-moment correlation exceeds or equals (in
xy

absolute value) the other three members of the g'-coefficient family.

Discussion

Zegers and Ten Berge (1985) advocated usihg the identity coeffi-
cient e as a measure of profile similarity when both levels and dis-

xy

persions are to be respected. Obviously, the corrected identity coeffi-

cient e1 is another candidate for this situation. The two coefficients,

however, take account of level in different ways. The e-coefficient is

affected by any change in level of X and/or Y, whereas the e'-coeffi-

cient is only affected by differential changes of the X and Y levels. It

can be concluded that e' should be chosen as a coefficient of profile
xy y

similarity when dispersions and differences in level are to be re-

spected, whereas e should be chosen when dispersions are to be re-

spected as well as levels in an absolute sense. Similar considerations

play a role in choosing a coefficient to express the degree of inter-

rater agreement.

Another difference between e and e' is important in the context

xy xy

of profile s imilar i ty . Like the H-coefficient of profile s imilari ty

(SjOberg & Holley, 1967), which i s identical to p , the identity coef-
xy

ficient e is insensitive to changing the polarity (sign) of one or
xy

more variables in the profiles. It can readily be verified that e' - is
xy

sensitive to such changes in polarity.
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Tucker's congruence coefficient (Tucker, 1951) is often used as a

measure of factorial invariance. The congruence coefficient has been

criticized because it cannot be zero when both factors have only posi-

tive loadings (Pinneau & Newhouse, 1964, p. 275). The corrected propor-

tionality coefficient p' does not suffer from this shortcoming. How-
xy

ever, p1 has two drawbacks as a measure of factorial invariance. First-
xy

ly, the size of p' is affected by changing the sign of one of the co-
xy

lumns of factor loadings and secondly p' is sensitive to changing the
xy

sign of one or more of the variables.
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Correlation Coefficients for More than One Scale Type:

An Alternative to the Janson & Vegelius Approach

Janson and Vegelius have recently suggested a family of cor-

relations for variables of mixed scale types, including nominal

scales. The resulting correlations are E-coefficients, which means

that they are unity if the variables involved are identical up to

permissible transformations, and that they can be considered as

inner products in a Euclidean space. Some of the coefficients of the

correlation family suggested by Janson and Vegelius are generalized

squared product-moment correlations and some are not. In the present

paper, a family of correlations for variables of mixed scale types

is advocated all members of which are generalized squared product-

moment correlations. Some practical advantages of the latter family

are explained.

Key words: mixed levels of measurement; association coef-

ficients.

The problem how to measure similarity between variables has re-

ceived attention for many years. Quite a number of coefficients have

been suggested which preserve certain characteristics of variables while

ignoring others, thus being appropriate for certain levels of measure-

ment or 'scale types'. For instance, Kendall's tau (Kendall, 1955) pre-

serves only ordinal information of the variables, hence it is a measure

of similarity for ordinal scales.

A vast number of coefficients satisfy the additional requirements

that the similarity between a variable and itself be 1, and that, for an

arbitrary set of k variables of a given scale type, the kxk matrix of

similarity coefficients between these variables be Gramian (symmetric

and positive semi-definite). Coefficients which satisfy these additional

requirements have been christened E-coefficients by Vegelius (1978),

because they can be interpreted as scalar products in a Euclidean space.

E-coefficients have several attractive features, cf. Janson and Vegelius
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(1982a, p. 272), including the possibility of being subjected to prin-

cipal components analysis, e.g., see Janson and Vegelius (1978a).

Whereas the literature on coefficients for variables of the same

scale type is quite abundant, very little work seems to have been done

on the problem of assessing similarity between variables of different

scale types. However, a major contribution in this area has been made by

Janson and Vegelius (1982a). They constructed a 'family of E-eor-

relations' between variables of various scale types, including the

nominal scale type. If this family of coefficients is applied to an ar-

bitrary set of k variables of various scale types, the resulting kxk

matrix of coefficients is Gramian and has unit diagonal elements.

It should be noted that the family of E-correlations does not rely

on optimal scaling, as is the case in nonlinear principal components

analysis (cf. Gifi, 1981). As a result, the family of E-correlations

provides a method for handling variables of nominal or mixed measurement

levels which does not capitalize on chance.

The purpose of the present paper is to advocate an alternative

E-correlation family for the case where nominal scales are involved. In

fact, this alternative family was anticipated in Janson and Vegelius

(1978b) but was ignored in Janson and Vegelius (1982a).

Both the E-correlation family adopted by Janson and Vegelius

(1982a) and the one advocated here rely on general principles that can

conveniently be explained after first considering the case of variables

of the same scale type.

E-coefficients for variables of the same scale type

Consider an arbitrary pair of variables x and y of the same scale

type. Let the responses of N subjects on x and y be quantified by Nxm

matrices X and Y, respectively (examples will be given shortly). Then an

E-coefficient is given, regardless of how X and Y are defined, by

E(x,y) = trX'Y(trX'X)~1/2(trY'Y)~1/2 , (1)
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cf. Janson and Vegelius (1982a). Clearly, E(x,y) can be interpreted as

the inner product between two vectors in Nm-space, which have as coor-

dinates the elements of X and Y, respectively, scaled to unit sums of

squares. In fact (1) gives Tucker's congruence (Tucker, 1951) between

these vectors, which reduces to the product-moment correlation (pmc)

when X and Y have zero means.

The matrix X shall be referred to as the 'primary quantification

for variable x' in the sequel. Specific primary quantifications generate

specific E-coefficients. For interval scales, the primary quantification

can conveniently be taken as the Nx1 vector of deviation scores, thus

rendering E(x,y) equal to the pmc. For ordinal scales, one may con-

veniently adopt the Nx1 vectors of ranks, expressed in deviations from

their means, as primary quantifications, which renders E(x,y) equal to

Spearman's rho. An alternative quantification for ordinal scales, which

generates Kendall's tau, has been suggested by Daniels (1944).

The problem how to quantify responses to nominal scales is crucial

in the present context. Janson and Vegelius (1979) have emphasized two

approaches, both of which are of particular interest. First, one may

define X for a nominal scale x as the Nxm matrix with elements X. .=m-1

if the response of subject i is in category j, and X..=-1 otherwise,

i=1,...,N; j=1,...,m. This primary quantification will be referred to as

the 'row-centered quantification', for obvious reasons. The resulting

E(x,y) is the C-coefficient, introduced by Janson and Vegelius (1979) as

a generalized G-index of agreement (Holley & Guilford, 1964).

Second, one may define X for a nominal scale x as the Nxm matrix

with elements X..=N-f., where f. is the response frequency of category j

of x, if the response of subject i is in that category, and X..=-f .,
•*• J J

otherwise, i=1,...,N; j=1 m. This quantification will be referred to

as the 'double-centered quantification', for obvious reasons. The re-

sulting E(x,y) is the S-coefficient, introduced by Janson and Vegelius

(1979) as a generalization of the phi coefficient (the pmc between di-

chotomous variables).

Clearly, other quantifications than the row-centered and the

double-centered quantification could be considered, but are beyond the

scope of the present paper.
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Expressing the various coefficients as special cases of (1) applied

to primary quantification matrices is by no means attractive from a com-

putational point of view. Computational short-cut formulas are available

but are of no concern at this point.

E-correlation families for variables of different scale types

The coefficients E(x,y) defined in (1) do not apply to variables of

different scale types, for two reasons. First, trX'Y is only defined if

X and Y have the same order, a condition which is not generally met when

x and y have different scale types. Second, E(x,y) must be insensitive

to transformations that are permissible for the scales type involved.

For nominal scales, the primary quantifications discussed above are sen-

sitive to permutations of categories and so are the associated E(x,y)-

coefficients. Hence these quantifications are useless for nominal scales

having different catgories.

Janson and Vegelius (1982a) have circumvented both problems by re-

placing the primary quantifications by 'secondary quantifications' which

are simply the product-moment XX' of the primary quantification X for

variable x, and so on. These product-moments are of order NxN and are

insensitive to permissible transformations. Inserting the secondary

quantifications into E(x,y) yields a family of E-correlations

rs n/ x > y ) = t r X X' Y Y' (trXX'XX1 )~1/2(trYY'YY' ) ~ 1 / 2 , (2)

cf. Janson and Vegelius (1982a, p. 275). The symbol r will be ex-

plained in (14), below.

The secondary quantifications XX' and YY' can be loosely inter-

preted as matrices of agreement between subjects on x and y, respec-

tively. Clearly, r is a measure of the extent to which these matrices

or proportional and, if their means are zero, of the extent to which

these matrices are related linearly.

It is readily seen that r is nonnegative. Janson and Vegelius

(1982a) have explained why E-coefficients between nominal scales with
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different categories, or between nominal and interval scales, must be

nonnegative.

In order to put r to practice, primary quantifications must be

chosen. Janson and Vegelius (1982a) suggest using the primary quanti-

fications which generate the pmc and Spearman's rho, for interval and

ordinal scales, respectively. As a result, r between two interval

scales reduces to the squared pmc, and r between two ordinal scales

reduces to the square of Spearman's rho, cf. Janson and Vegelius (1982a,

p. 277).

As for nominal scales, one may choose between the row-centered

quantification, underlying the C-coefficient, and the double-centered

quantification, underlying the S-coefficient. Janson and Vegelius

(1978b) have investigated both options in connection with r . When the

row-centered quantification is adopted, r between two nominal scales
sym

is the J-index (Janson & Vegelius, 1982b) and* r between a nominal
Sy In

scale and an interval scale is the CP-coefficient (Janson & Vegelius,

1982a). When the double-centered quantification is adopted, r between

two nominal scales is the T-index (Janson & Vegelius, 1978b), and r

between a nominal scale and an interval scale is the SP-coefficient

(Janson & Vegelius, 1978b).

In their paper on E-correlation families Janson and Vegelius

(1982a) have adopted the row-centered quantification for nominal scales,

ignoring the double-centered quantification. However, the double-cen-

tered quantification offers an attractive alternative, for several

reasons. First it should be noted that the T-index is a generalization

of phi-squared and the SP-coefficient is a generalization of the squared

point-biserial correlation. As a result, the double-centered quantifica-

tion generates an E-correlation family all members of which are genera-

lizations of squared product-moment correlations.

In addition, the double-centered quantification facilitates the

treatment of dichotomous variables. That is, whether a dichotomy is

treated as a two point interval scale or as a nominal scale is imma-

terial, because the associated secondary quantifications are

proportional. This follows at once from the observation that the primary
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(double-centered) quantification of a dichotomy contains the deviation

scores (up to a multiplicative constant) in the first column," and minus

these scores in the second column. The row-centered quantification ap-

plied to a dichotomy yields a secondary quantification which is not

proportional to the product-moment of the vector of deviation scores.

It is not clear why Janson and Vegelius (1982a) have rejected the

double-centered quantification in favor of the row-centered quanti-

fication. It may be conjectured that their preference rests on an addi-

tional result which they have obtained for the J-indexwith respect to

permutations of the categories of the nominal scale. This result will

now be examined.

A Lemma on permutations

Let p be a permutation (i ,i , ...,i ) of 1,2,...,m, and let P be

the associated permutation matrix. The following lemma holds:

Lemma 1: For every pair of mxm matrices A and B we have

£(trAP )(trBP ) = —^ trA'B + (m-2)!{(1'A1)(1'B1) - 1'A'BI - I'AB'1},

where the summation is taken over all m! permutations.

11'
Proof: Define J=(I ) and C=JBJ, which is the double-centered

m m

version of B. Define C 1 J as the submatrix of C, obtained by deleting its

i-th row and its j-th column. Consider first £(trAP )(trCP ), a sum of

P P P

2
m m! products of the form a..c , . For any fixed a.., this sum contains

products of the form a..c.. whenever a.. and c.. are (jointly) in their

diagonal place (i,i). This happens in (m-1)! permutations.

In addition, a. . occurs in products of the form a. .c , with g!̂ i
ij ij gn

and htj, that is, where c . is an element of C 1 J. The product a. .c . of
gn ij gh

this type occurs whenever a^. and c^. are in place (i,i) and c . is in
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place (g,g) simultaneously. Hence, each product a. .c with g^i and hr*j

2
occurs in (m-2)! permutations, and we have (m-1) such products, for

fixed a... Thus we have identified, for any given a..,

2
(m-1)!+(m-1) (m-2)! products a..c . Summing over i,j=1 m we have

i j gn

identified m 2(m-1) 2! + m2(m-1)2(m-2)! = m2m! products, that is, all

products composing E(trAP )(trCP ). Noting that the sum of elements of

C J equals c.. we can evaluate the sum of m m! products as

UtrkP XtrCP ) = (m-1)!trA'C + (m-2)!trA'C = ̂ j trA'C . (3)

The f i n a l pa r t of the proof fol lows upon express ing C as

C = (B - m"111'B - m"1B1T + m~211'B11') in ( 3 ) , with the i d e n t i t y

1'P - 1'P1 - 1 ' , y i e l d i n g

KtrAP XtrBP - l i | l ) - £\ trA- (B - ^ - S i l l + H l f n i ) . (4)
p K m

From

I(trAPp)(il | l) = ( H | i ) tr(AZPp) = ̂ 2^11 (1'B1) (trA11 • )

(m l)! (V'AD(I'BI) (5)

and (U) i t readily follows that

KtrAP KtrBP )

-— t rA'B + (m-2)!{(1 tA1)(1 'B1) - 1'A'B1 - 1'AB'1} , (6)
m-1
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which completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Corollary 1: In the special case where A=B Lemma 1 reduces to

£(trAP ) 2 = jpj- trA'A + (m-2)! { (1' A1 ) 2 - 1'A'A1 - l'AA'1}. (7)

Corollary 2: If A=B, and A is double-centered, then Corollary 1

reduces to

V 2 • ̂ r •

Lemma 1 and its corollaries contradict a result implied by Janson

and Vegelius (1982a, p. 283-284). Expressed in our notation, they seem

to imply that

jjj KtrXP Y') 2 = -1 £(trY'XP ) 2 = I trXX'YY1 , (9)
P ' P

whereas Corollary 1, with A=B=Y'X, implies that

KtrY'XP ) 2

ml

trX'YY'X 1 ?
m-T + (m-"i ) H1'Y'X1) - 1'X'YY'X1 - 1'Y'XX'Y1} , (10)

which differs generally from (9). Because Janson and Vegelius consider

row-centered matrices X and Y, in their specific application A is double

centered and we have from Corollary 2

E(trXPY') 2

r^ - — — trX'YY'X = -~r trXX'YY1 . (11)
m! m-1 m-1
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It can be seen that (11) still differs from (9) by a factor m/(m-1).

However, this factor occurs both in the numerator and the denominator of

coefficients derived by Janson and Vegelius, hence it cancels.

Symmetrization

The results on permutations given above can be used to demonstrate

the insensitivity of r to permissible transformations for nominal

scales in another way. Suppose we have two nominal scales x and y, with

primary quantifications X and YP, where P is an arbitrary permutation

matrix which defines the order in which the columns of Y are arranged. A

permutation for the columns of X could also be considered, but can be

subsumed under P without loss of generality. Suppose that X and Y have

both m columns. Then E(x,y) can be expressed as

E(x,yP) = trXPY'(trX'X) 1/2(trY1PP1

trY'XP(trX'X) 1/2(trY'Y) U 2 =_ d trY'XP , (12)
xy

where d is a constant with respect to P. Since E(x,yP) depends on P,
xy

it is meaningless, except in the case where x and y have the same cate-

gories and P=I . Nevertheless, one might take the average of squares of

E(x,yP) over all permutations P , p=1 m!, and consider the 'symme-

trized' coefficient

lE2(x,yP ) £(trY'XP ) 2

P P

{lE2(x,xP )}1 / 2{lE2(y,yP ) } 1 / 2 {^trX-XP )2}1 /2{I(trY'YP )
-p p p p p p p p

which is a normalized sum of squared E(x,yP)-coefficients. Let both X

and Y have zero means for all rows. Then by Corollary 2, taking A=Y'X,

A=X'X and A=Y'Y, respectively, (13) reduces to
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trX'YY'X

(trX'XX'X)1/2(trY'YY'Y)l/2 S y m

Janson and Vegelius (1982a) ha/e derived (14) for the row-centered

quantification, thus showing that the J-index is a normalized average

(over permutations) of squared C-coefficients if x and y have the same

number of categories.

It is obvious that a parallel result holds for the double-centered

quantification. Hence the T-index can be interpreted as a normalized

average (over permutations) of squared S-coefficients. In fact, the re-

quirement that x and y have the same number of categories can be omitted

when the double-centered quantification is used. With that quantifica-

tion, adding an empty category implies adding a zero column to X (or Y),

which clearly does not affect the secondary quantification XX1 (or YY1).

Incidentally, it may be noted that the T-index is insensitive to delet-

ing empty categories, for the very same reason. The J-index does not

have this property.

It can be concluded that the double-centered quantification for

nominal scales yields coefficients which have the same symmetrization

property (14) as was obtained for the row-centered quantification, and

has the additional property of being insensitive to deleting empty cate-

gories from nominal scales. This is another reason why an E-correlation

family based on the double-centered quantification for nominal variables

may be preferred.

The computational work entailed by this family can be reduced by

using shortcut formulas for nominal scales. These formulas are given in

the next section.

Computational formulas for SP and T

Let x be an interval scale and y be a nominal scale with categories

1,...,j m, each with frequency f. and associated mean x-value x.,
J J

j=1,...,m. Then r (x,y) reduces to
sym
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m

I fJ(Xj - x )
2

T ^T ^ ^ T ^ ' 2 2 1/2
Var(X) (N2 I f - 2N I f3 + ( I f V }

j=1 J j-1 J j-1 J

cf. Janson and Vegelius (1978b, p. 15). Janson and Vegelius (1978b, p.

14) have also given a computational formula for the T-index. However,

this formula is not fully general since it assumes that x and y are no-

minal scales with the same number of categories. A fully general expres-

sion for r , applied to nominal scales x and y, is
sym KK .

' • , - - ' i - •

T(x,y) = ' .,

o n o n n . m m o m -> ? i /?
{N2 I f2-2N I f3

+( I f
2)2}1/2{N2 I f2-2N I f3

+( I f
2) 2} 1 / 2

h-1 h h=1 h h=1 h j=1 j j = 1 j j=1 j

where f is the frequency of the h-th category of x, h=1,...,n; f. is

the frequency of the j-th category of y, j=1 m; and f is the joint

frequency of category h of x and category j of y.

A proof for (16) can be obtained in the following way. Consider the

numerator of (2)

t r X X ' Y Y ' = t r ( X ' Y M Y ' X ) - I I ( x ' y , ) 2 , ( 1 7 )
h j n J

where x'y. is the inner product of column h of X and column j of Y. It

can be verified that, with the double-centered quantification,

(N-fj-fh+fhj)fnfj '
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which can be simplified to

N 2f h. - Nfhf. . (19)

This explains the numerator of (16). The factors in the denominator are

obtained as special cases of the numerator.

An inequality for SP and CP

In this section it will be shown that the SP-coefficient (15) given

above is always at least as high as the CP-coefficient, its counterpart

for the row-centered quantification. To verify this, consider the com-

putational formula

m .

I f2(x. - x ) 2

CP(x,y) = i ^ , (20)
p _ p _ 1 P I / ?

N Var(x) (N m + (m-2)m I f )

cf. Janson and Vegelius (1982a). In order to show that SP_>CP it is suf-

ficient to show that

N2m"2 + (m-2)m"1Zf2 >_ Ef2 - 2N~1Ef3 + N~ 2(If 2) 2 , (21)

where the subscript j has been dropped for convenience.

The validity of (21) will first be demonstrated in the case where

all categories of the nominal variable y are non-empty. In that case we

can arrange the frequencies f.,...,f in a positive definite diagonal

matrix D of order mxm, and also in an mx1 vector f. Noting that f'D f=N

-2
and f'D f=m we can express (21) equivalently as
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2f 'Df(f 'D~1f)~1 - ( f ' f ) 2 ( f ' D 1 f ) ~ 2 - 2f ' f ( f 'D~ 2 f )~ 1 +

(f 'D~ 1 f ) 2 ( f 'D~ 2 f )~ 2 > 0 . (22)

For pos i t ive def in i te D the Schwartz inequal i ty , applied to the vectors

D1 / 2f and D~1/2f, yields

f ' D f ( f ' f ) " 1 > f ' f ( f 'D~ 1 f )~ 1 , (23)

a result which can also be obtained as a special case (Corollary 2) of a

more general result (Lemma 2) of Ten Berge (1986). From (23) we have

f'Df(f'D~1f)~1 = f•Df(f'f)"1(f'f)(f' " 1 f ) " 1 2»(f'f)2(f'D~1f)~2. (24)

Therefore, the lef t-hand s ide of (22) s a t i s f i e s

2f'Df(f'D~1f)~1 - (f'f)2(f'D~1f)~2 - 2f'f(f'D"2f)~1 +

(f'D"1f)2(fID"2f)~2 > (f'f)2(f'D~1f)~2 - 2f'f(f'D~2f)~1

-1 ? -P -?
(f'D 'f) (f'D f) =

{f'f(f'D~1f)~1 - (f'D"1f)(f'D~2f)"1}2 > 0 . (25)

This completes the proof for (21) in the case where none of the cate-

gories of y are empty. Suppose, however, that n-m empty categories are

added, n>m. This only affects the left-hand side of (21). It can be

shown that, in this case, we have

N 2n" 2 + (n-2)n~1Zf2 > N2m~2 + (m-2)m 1If 2 (26)

and hence SP>CP. in order to verify (26) it can be noted that 2n>(n+m)

hence
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2m"1 > (m+n)m~1n 1 . (27)

From the non-negativity of the mean squared deviation of the m non-zero

frequencies i t i s obvious that

nf 1If2 > N2m 2 . (28)

Combining (27) and (28) yields

2Zf2 > N2(m+n)m 1n 1 , (29)

hence

2(n-m)If2 > N2(n2-m2)m~1n~1, (30)

which is equivalent to (26).

It was pointed out by an anonymous reviewer that (25) holds as an

equality if and only if all (non-zero) frequencies are equal. To verify

this, note that (23) holds as an equality if and only if

D1/2f - cD"1/2f (31)

2
for some c>0. Clearly, (31) is equivalent to Df=cf, or, f.=cf.,

i=1,...,m, which holds if and only if f.=c, i=1 m, which is also

sufficient for the second inequality in (25) to hold as an equality.

Furthermore, in the case where one or more categories are empty, the

frequencies cannot all be equal. It can be concluded that SPXIP with

strict inequality unless the frequencies are all equal.

A parallel result for the coefficients T and J does not hold.
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An artificial example

Janson and Vegelius (1982a, p. 280) have illustrated their E-eor-

relation family based on the row-centered quantification in an ar t i f i -

cial example with four variables. The J-index was computed between the

nominal scales Blood Group and Nationality, and the squared pmc was com-

puted between Weight and Height. For the remaining four pairs of vari-

ables the CP-coefficient was used. Their r correlations are given

below the diagonal in the correlation table below; the values above the

diagonal are based on the double-centered quantification. That is , the

T-index has been computed instead of the J-index, whereas the CP-eoef-

ficients have been replaced by SP-coefficients. The following r

values were obtained:

Weight Height Blood Group Nationality

Weight

Height

Blood Group

Nationality

1 .000

.899

.140

.489

.899

1.000

.155

.404

.148

.164

1.000

.267

.495

.409

.284

1.000

I t can be seen that the discrepancies between the values obtained

by the Janson and Vegelius E-correlation family and by the E-correlation

family advocated by the present authors are rather small in this ex-

ample. More generally, large discrepancies are not to be expected unless

in cases where the frequencies of the categories differ considerably.

Discussion

When E-correlation families for variables of different scale types

are constructed then primary quantifications must be chosen for the no-

minal scales. Janson and Vegelius have adopted the row-centered quanti-

fication. However, the double-centered quantification might have been

adopted as well, because it yields the same "symmetrization result" as

has been obtained for the row-centered quantification by Janson and
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Vegelius. In fact, the double-centered quantification seems more attrac-

tive, for various reasons: First, it yields a set of coefficients all of

which are generalized squared product-moment correlations, whereas with

the row-centered quantification some are and some are not. Second, trea-

ting a dichotomous variable either as a nominal scale or as a degene-

rated (two-point) interval scale yields the same coefficients when the

double-centered quantification is used, a result which does not hold for

the row-centered quantification. And finally, deleting empty categories

of nominal scales does not affect coefficients based on the double-cen-

tered quantification. Again, this result does not hold for the row-cen-

tered quantification.
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Summary

A general family of binary association coefficients is presented in

this study. A family of association coefficients is defined as a class

of association coefficients which share some formal properties.

Specifically, a family is governed by a central formula basic to each of

the members of the family. Specific members of a family are obtained by

specific transformations applied to the variables. Such transformations

are called quantifications of the variables in this study.

A number of desiderata for association coefficients is discussed

first. The desideratum of symmetry requires that the order of the two

variables has no influence on the value of the association coefficient.

The second desideratum deals with the range on which an association

coefficient can take values. It is required that an association coeffi-

cient is restricted to a bounded interval. Desiderata with respect to

perfect (maximum) association are that the association of a variable

with itself is perfect and that perfect association is transitive. Other

desiderata are that an association coefficient is zero in the case of

statistically independent variables, that, reversely, a zero coefficient

implies statistically independent variables, and that an association

coefficient is insensitive to transformations of the variables which are

admissible in view of the measurement level of the variables and sensi-

tive to nonadmissible transformations. A desideratum with respect to

statistical properties of association coefficients is discussed and,

finally, it is required that the matrix with association coefficients

between a number of variables (the coefficient matrix) is Gramian

(positive semi-definite). It is pointed out that many of the desiderata

are satisfied if an association coefficient has a Gramian coefficient

matrix with identical diagonal entries.

In view of the importance of Gramian coefficient matrices a number

of lemmas is presented which can be used to prove the Gramian property

of matrices. Two of these lemmas are discussed in detail in Appendix 3.

Some well-known families of association coefficients are discussed.

These are the family of Daniels, the family of Cohen, the families of

Janson and Vegelius, the family of Zegers and Ten Berge and its chance

corrected version proposed by Zegers. A detailed discussion of the
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Zegers and Ten Berge family and its chance corrected version is given in

Appendices 1 and 3, respectively. Aspects of the Janson and Vegelius

families are discussed in detail in Appendix 4. The principles underly-

ing the families are combined in the general family of association

coefficients proposed in this study. The central formula of the general

family is a simple function of the quantifications of two variables. A

quantification is defined as a matrix containing the relevant informa-

tion of the variable. Three main types of quantifications are distin-

guished, partly depending on the measurement level of the variables. The

central formula can only be applied if the two quantifications are of

the same quantification type. If desired, the central formula can be

corrected for chance. It is shown that specific coefficients resulting

from the central formula or from its chance corrected version all have

Gramian coefficient matrices with unit diagonal entries.

Specific quantifications which yield well-known association coeffi-

cients are presented. It is shown that the families of Daniels, Cohen,

Janson & Vegelius, Zegers & Ten Berge and Zegers are subsets of the

general family. Among the best known association coefficients for vari-

ables of the same measurement level which are members of the general

family are the product-moment correlation, Tucker's congruence coeffi-

cient, Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient rho, Kendall's rank

order correlation coefficient tau and Cohen's Kappa coefficient. Special

consideration is given to association coefficients for binary (or

dlchotomous) variables. Well-known examples are the phi coefficient and

the G coefficient of agreement. Among the members of the general family

for variables of different measurement level are the SP and the CP coef-

ficients of Janson and Vegelius.
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Samenvatting

In dit onderzoek wordt een algemene familie van associatiecoSf-

ficiSnten gepresenteerd. Een familie van associatiecoe'ff iciSnten is

gedefinieerd als een klasse van associatiecoSfficiSnten die een aantal

formele eigenschappen gemeen hebben. In net bijzonder wordt een familie

geregeerd door een centrale formule die ten grondslag ligt aan elk der

leden van de familie. Specifieke leden van een familie worden verkregen

door specifieke transformaties toe te passen op de variabelen.

Dergelijke transformaties worden in dit onderzoek quantificaties van de

variabelen genoemd.

Een aantal desiderata met betrekking tot associatiecoSfficiSnten

wordt eerst behandeld. Het eerste desideratum houdt in dat de waarde van

een associatieco'eTfieiSnt niet beinvloed wordt door de volgorde van de

variabelen. Het tweede desideratum heeft betrekking op het interval

waarop een associatiecoSfficiSnt waarden kan aannemen. Geeist wordt dat

een associatiecoSffieiSnt waarden aanneemt op een begrensd interval.

Desiderata met betrekking tot perfecte (maximale) associatie zijn dat de

associatie van een variabele met ziehzelf perfect is en dat perfecte

associatie transitief is. Andere desiderata zijn dat een associatiecoSf-

ficiSnt nul is in het geval van statistisch onafhankelijke variabelen,

dat, omgekeerd, een associatiecoe'fficiSnt van nul statistisch onaf-

hankelijke variabelen impliceert, en dat een associatiecoe'fficiSnt on-

gevoelig is voor transformaties van de variabelen die gezien het meet-

niveau van de variabelen toelaatbaar zijn en gevoelig voor ontoelaatbare

transformaties. Een desideratum met betrekking tot de statistische

eigenschappen van associatiecoSfficiSnten wordt vermeld en ten slotte

wordt geeist dat de matrix met associatiecoSfficiSnten tussen een aantal

variabelen (de coSfficiSntenmatrix) Grams (positief semi-definiet) is.

Opgemerkt wordt dat aan veel van de desiderata voldaan wordt als een

associatiecoe'ff iciSnt een Gramse coSfficiSntenmatrix heeft met identieke

terraen op de diagonaal.

Met het oog op het belang dat gehecht wordt aan Gramse coSfficiSn-

tenmatrices wordt een aantal lemma's gepresenteerd die gebruikt kunnen

worden om de Gramsheid van matrices te bewijzen. Twee van deze lemma's

worden in Appendix 3 nader besproken.
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Enige bekende families van associatiecoSficiSnten worden besproken.

Dit zijn de familie van Daniels, de familie van Cohen, de families van

Janson en Vegelius, de familie van Zegers en Ten Berge en de voor kans

gecorrigeerde versie van deze laatste, voorgesteld door Zegers. Een uit-

gebreide beschrijving van de familie van Zegers en Ten Berge en van de

voor kans geoorrigeerde versie wordt gegeven in respectievelijk Appendix

1 en 3. Een aantal aspecten van de families van Janson en Vegelius wor-

den besproken in Appendix 4. De principes die ten grondslag liggen aan

de families worden gecombineerd in de algemene familie van associatle-

co'eff iciSnten die in dit onderzoek wordt gepresenteerd. De centrale

formule van de algemene familie is een eenvoudige functie van de

quantificaties van twee variabelen. Een quantificatie wordt gedefiniSerd

als een matrix die de relevante informatie van de variabele bevat. Drie

hoofdtypen van quantificaties, die gedeeltelijk afhangen van net

meetniveau van de variabelen, worden onderscheiden. De centrale formule

kan slechts toegepast worden als de twee quantificaties van het zelfde

type zijn. Indien gewenst kan de centrale formule voor kans worden

gecorrigeerd. Aangetoond wordt dat de specifieke coSfficiSnten die

voortkomen uit de centrale formule of uit de voor kans gecorrigeerde

versie alle een Gramse coSfficiSntenmatrix hebben met enen op de

diagonaal.

Specifieke quantif icaties die tot bekende associatieco'eff iciSnten

leiden worden gegeven. Aangetoond wordt dat de families van Daniels,

Cohen, Janson & Vegelius, Zegers & Ten Berge en Zegers deelverzamelingen

zijn van de algemene familie. Onder de bekendste associatiecoSfficiSnten

voor variabelen van het zelfde meetniveau die behoren tot de algemene

familie zijn de product-moment correlatie, Tuckers congruentie coeffi-

cient, Spearmans rangcorrelatie rho, Kendalls rangcorrelatie tau en

Cohens Kappa coSfficiSnt. Speciale aandacht wordt gegeven aan as-

sociatiecoSff iciSnten voor binaire (of dichotome) variabelen. Bekende

voorbeelden zijn de phi coefficiSnt en de G coefficiSnt voor

overeenstemming. Onder de leden van de algemene familie voor variabelen

van verschillend meetniveau bevinden zich de SP en de CP coSfficiSnten

van Janson en Vegelius.
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